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NOMENCLATURE
V set of jobs
R set of resources
U set of input signals
UD set of dispatch control signals
X set of conditions
a vector of job-agents
v vector of jobs
r vector of resources
u vector of input signals
uD vector of dispatch control signals
x vector of conditions
vs vector of enabled jobs
vc vector of completed jobs
vd vector of deactivated jobs
as vector of enabled job-agents
ac vector of completed job-agents
ad vector of deactivated job-agents
rs vector of used resources
rc vector of idle resources
rd vector of released resources
na number of job-agents
nv number of jobs
nr number of resources
nu number of input signals
nD number of dispatch control signals
nx number of conditions
iv
Q input incidence matrix
Qa job-agent sequencing matrix
Qv job sequencing matrix
Qr resource requirements matrix
Qu input signal matrix
QD dispatch control matrix
S output incidence matrix
Sa job-agent start matrix
Sv job start matrix
Sr resource release matrix
Sy task output matrix
M Petri net incidence matrix
m Petri net marking vector
Uv Job dependency matrix
Ua Job-agent dependency matrix
Ur Resource dependency matrix
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SUMMARY
This research explored the realm of robot programming systems with the motive of
developing a framework that requires minimum coding during the application phase.
This is made possible by the construction of a task primitive library after which it
is employed by the matrix-based supervisory controller. The thesis begins with a
preamble to the matrix-based approach depicting its simplicity and its advancements
as the research progresses.
Given a task into its decomposed state, such a controller permits a user to pro-
gram that task, in the appropriate sequence, using the primitive library by utilizing
matrices. These matrices represent the structure and flow of the task given an initial
plan with the added capability of coordinating multiple parallel tasks.
To cater for mishaps, a validity check of the intended plan has also been devel-
oped allowing the matrix-based controller to determine its feasibility in terms of job
sequencing and resource allocation. Resulting from the checker is an output that
notifies the possible error location.
An overall robot programming framework that bridges the high-level planning and
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Task planning is an essential component of all intelligent behaviour. The devel-
opment and implementation of plans practically governs our everyday life - from the
plan to making a cup of coffee or the plan for a holiday, to the strategic plan for
a corporation or a new career path. To allow successful planning in each of these
domains, an individual is dependent on the model of the world and that individual’s
ability to break down a complex goal into a sequence of finite steps. This decompo-
sition of a task into a series of discrete steps is common to most planning approaches
[3]. Decomposing a general complex task to its basic, constitutive subtasks is an open
problem [4].
Statement of the Problem
A major issue with robot programming platforms is the lack of standardization in
the construction of primitives, i.e., a function describing the behaviour of a robot. It
is common for roboticists to begin hacking code for each and every task required to
demonstrate the robot capabilities. Such an action equates to a large amount of time
developing these functions. Conversely, if a library of these primitives were available
with each primitive possessing a common structure, the deed of understanding and
utilization would greatly decrease development time. This is of course under the
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assumption that each new primitive is thoroughly tested before becoming a member of
this library. Once complete, a task merely becomes a matter of piecing the primitives
together to form one that is required.
A second issue lies in the planning of tasks and how parallel tasks (over multiple
robots) are executed (perhaps in a coordinated manner). Controlling multiple robots
in a coordinated fashion is no trivial feat. The intention is to allow users to carry out
such tasks in a fairly intuitive manner.
Contributions
The collective goal of this research is to develop a robot programming framework
based on a matrix-based supervisory controller employing task primitives from a con-
structed library. Using these primitives and representing it as a job (or operation)
greatly simplifies the current robot programming method. With task primitives pos-
sessing a certain structure and classification, any user can contribute to this library
thus expanding a robot’s capabilities. The motivation is to promote the reusability
of code while minimizing development time.
With the development of the framework, this research aims to allow an untrained
user to construct a robot program (be it with single or multiple agents), via the
planning of a task, with ease and eloquence without having to consult an expert
roboticist.
Contributions of this research include:
• a generic robot programming and supervisory control framework employing a
matrix-based controller, resulting in the ease of programming a task from a
library of primitives and their real-time execution and control;
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– an overall framework that bridges the matrix-based layer and the resource
execution layer;
– the verification of correctness and deadlock checking of the planned task;
• a classification of primitives and their portrayal utilizing the transition function
formalism promoting its reusability;
• the conception of job-agents; and
• the advancement of the state of the art in state/matrix equations originally
proposed by Lewis [2]
The remaining chapters are organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents reviews on
– robot programming methods and
– task primitives
• Chapter 3 provides an in-depth look into the development and usage of the
matrix-based controller (MBC)
• Chapter 4 presents the extension of the MBC
• Chapter 5 discusses the evolvement of the MBC into a matrix-based framework
• Chapter 6 introduces a formal description into task primitives
• Chapter 7 formalizes the notion of job-agents producing the rudiments for the
advanced matrix model





Three subsystems are usually distinguished in a robot: effectors (manipulators
or pedipulators), receptors (internal or external sensors) and control subsystem. The
control subsystem, hierarchically in the upper layer, is responsible for controlling both
the effectors and receptors, and moreover for reasoning and external communications.
These functions are at least partially realised by software, i.e., either controlling the
hardware (manipulators, sensors) or realising adequate functions (reasoning, commu-
nication with an operator). Reprogrammability can either mean supplying a new
program of actions through the communication channel to an unalterable robot sys-
tem or modification of the internal robot system structure (robot software). The
former case deals with a program of actions that is usually coded in a robot pro-
gramming language (RPL) and delivered through the communication channel to the
control subsystem for interpretation and execution. The latter however alters directly
the internal robot software. Once the modification is done, the robot will function in
a different manner. The outcome for both the reprogramming methods is equivalent
albeit different implementation techniques and effort [5].
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Robot programming systems have three important components that are of interest
to their designers (Figure 2.1) [1]:
• The programming component, including designs for programming language(s),
libraries and application programming interfaces (APIs), which enable a pro-
grammer to describe a robot behaviour
• The underlying infrastructure including designs for architectures that support
and execute robot behaviour descriptions
• The design of interactive systems that allow the human programmer to interact
with the programming component, to create, modify and examine programs








Figure 2.1: Robot Programming System (from [1])
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2.1.1 Robot Programming Classes
Methods of robot programming can be classified into two broad classes: online
and oﬄine programming methods. Online programming utilizes the robot while the
program is being created while oﬄine programming does not use the robot to write
the program.
Online Programming
Online programming is based on teaching a robot the trajectories it has to follow.
Teaching is carried out by leading the robot arm or rather the end-effector through
a sequence of motions and recording these motions so that they can be replayed au-
tomatically. During teaching, the arm can be moved either manually (the operator
personally shifts the arm from one position to another) or by its drives (the oper-
ator uses a joystick, keyboard of the teach pendant or a scaled down replica of the
manipulator to command the drives to appropriate positions).
Regardless of the way the robot arm is propelled during the teaching phase, there
are two ways of recording the trajectory of the arm motion. In the Point To Point
(PTP) method, the arm is moved to each desired point of the trajectory, stopped
there, and by pressing the record button on a teaching panel, the position is mem-
orized by the control system. During playback, the robot arm will traverse through
each of the recorded points using some form of interpolation method between them
(e.g., cubic spline, quintic spline, etc.). In the Continuous Path (CP) method, as
the robot arm is moved, the positions are recorded automatically at constant intervals
of time. No special interpolation routines are necessary since the recorded points are
very near to each other. It is worth noting that the motions for either method can be
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played back with different speeds by changing the time interval allowed for reaching
the next point.
Teaching-by-guidance is advantageous solely due to the simplicity involved in the
method such that an operator with virtually no experience in handling robots can do
it. However, with any simple system, some drawbacks are bound to be present:
· It is very difficult to incorporate the data gathered by sensors
· No proper documentation of the program is created, it is easier to create a new
program than to modify an old one
· During teaching, the robot is occupied by the programming and not by the produc-
tion task.
Oﬄine Programming
Oﬄine programming is based on textual means of expressing a task that a robot
system has to accomplish and is expressed in a robot programming language (RPL).
The advantage of using RPLs is associated with making the robot more productive,
allowing ease of sensor data utilization and the creation of program documentation.
The phase which is required for programming has to be as short as possible in
order to make a robot more productive, i.e., robot programming has to be made
independent of the robot. This entails the oﬄine development of a program and
a later upload of it to the control system for execution. The problem with this
approach is that although currently manufactured robots feature high repeatability,
they exhibit low accuracy.
RPLs generally cause motion of the end effector (motion instructions). The ab-
stract notions that these instructions refer to are:
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· the manipulator joints
· the end-effector or
· the objects of the work space
The languages of the lowest level are called joint level languages. Instructions of
those languages cause the generation of sequences of signals controlling the drives
of the manipulator. The control system design accepting these instructions is quite
routine but to forecast how the tool will behave when all the drives are in motion is
not as simple. For simplification of the design, programming complexity is endured.
Languages of the next level free the users from this disadvantage. The main
tool of this level is the manipulator’s end-effector. These languages are thus called
manipulator level languages. Although it is easy to predict the trajectory of the robot
tool when using languages of this level, the programmer still has to be concerned with
the description of all the motions of the manipulator instead of simply stating what
actions have to be performed to accomplish the task. WAVE [6] and VAL II [7, 8]
are a few examples.
The instructions of object level languages are composed of objects that exist in
the work space. The programmer states only which objects should be transferred, so
that the task will be accomplished. The robot control system, using its knowledge
of the objects and the relations between them, will relocate the manipulator in such
a way so as to complete the job. From this level onward the programmer does not
have to busy himself with the motions of the robot arm, but can concentrate on the
operations that have to be executed. AL (Assembly Language) [9, 10], TORBOL
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(Transformation of Relations Between Objects Language) [11], RAPT (Robot Auto-
matically Programmed Tool) [12, 13, 14] and SLIM (Standard Language for Industrial
Manipulators) [15] are examples of such a language.
On the fourth level, instead of specifying all operations, only a general description
of the goal should suffice. In this case the control system has to generate the plan
of actions, and later carry it out. These task level languages are the subject of the
current research. The prime difference between the third and fourth level languages
is that to express tasks in the former, we supply the plan of actions and in the latter,
the plan is generated automatically.
These languages have a rich set of primitives for robot operations and allows the
users to design high-level commands according to their particular needs. To date,
over a hundred robot programming systems [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 1,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30] have been implemented. A comprehensive survey of RPLs can be
found in [31, 9, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Unfortunately, most of them have only single-site
implementations.
2.1.2 Robot Programming Methods over the Decade
The collective goal of researches in this field is to develop an interactive and intu-
itive approach to robot programming without having the user go through the tedious
process of manually entering coding instructions to program a desired behaviour.
This is true to an extent only when a package is complete with a library of prim-
itives allowing a vast array of tasks to be performed by that robotic system. In a
more pragmatic sense, such a library will perpetually grow with increasing demand
for robotic applications which implies the inevitability of programming. With the
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omnipresence of programming, a standard that promotes the reusability of code by
the formalization of its structure should be instilled [37, 38, 39] (discussed in Chapter
6).
A common convergence for ease of programming undoubtedly lies in that of a
graphical (or icon-based) language. Visual languages have been around for a some
time but seems to have regained its popularity recently with the emergence of Mi-
crosoft’s PopFly [40] - an online visual tool for building Web pages - and Scratch [41]
- a visual programming environment for kids developed by MITs Media Lab. In the
realm of robotics, Lego, in its Mindstorms range of kits has with it an iconic program-
ming language [42] powered by National Instruments LabVIEW. Festo [43] has also
developed such a programming interface used in its Robotino omnidirectional robot.
The latest entry was by Microsoft who entered this area with its Robotic Studio [44]
equipped with a visual programming language. Such systems are ideal for education
as described in [45].
These visual languages represent the interface between a human and the machine.
Having presented this, there still needs to be an underlying engine that governs these
interfaces and the execution of actions on a machine. This engine, i.e., the robot
programming framework, is the topic of interest in this dissertation. A review of a
select group of recent programming frameworks is now presented.
2006
[16] presents a design for specifying reactivity in mobile robot programmes by
allowing the programmer to specify connections between events and responses any-
where within the programme code. The aim of such a system is to allow effectively
the programming of reactive and deliberative components in a mobile robot. In [17],
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a programming framework that supports a ethology-based behaviour control archi-
tecture is proposed. The architecture uses grammar based on a context-action pair
(similar to action-condition pairs).
2005
[18] proposes an interesting notion allowing a robot to discover the effects of its own
actions on the environment and itself by self-recognition. Instead of re-programming,
the user can let a robot that has been placed in an unknown environment to discover
how to change its situation. [19] presents on-going work in robot programming for
high speed applications. This approach aims to generate the assembly sequence using
symbolic spatial relations for specifying an assembly product. Generated sequences
are represented by a set of skill primitives nets which map the robot task to the
control system. [20] developed an off-line programming framework with the intent
of generating different robot languages. Of prime importance is the intention for
reusability and abstraction of the code. This is necessary to prevent redesigning the
application for different code generation.
2004
[21] proposes a knowledge network in the attempt to generate robotic behaviour
with minimal programming. This is done by collectively building up the robot’s
knowledge required to accomplish a task by knowledge acquisition. Acquisition is
done through a pool of product data placed online by manufacturers after which this
information is acquired by the robots without authorization. [22] reports a dynamic
programming environment for a flat-distributed network architecture (FDNet). The
aim is to have the system accept new functions by reforming the network. This system
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can be viewed as possessing a freely forming tree dependent based on cognition, i.e.,
via memory or a strategy.
[23] proposes a PC-based off-line programming method for welding robots in ship-
building. With the robot’s 3D simulation, an automatic robot program generation
module obtained from the CAD interface of the welding information allows such a
task to be executed with minimal programming effort. This is made possible by
modelling the work environment in virtual reality via VRML.
[24] focuses on the intention awareness problem for an interactive multi-modal
robot programming system. The user intent takes the form of a robot program,
which in the context of the framework is a sequential set of commands of parameters.
To solve the intention recognition and adaptation problem, the system converts robot
programs into a set of Markov chains which in turn is deduced to obtain the most
likely program the user intends to execute based on a given observation sequence.
2.2 Task Primitives
An essential component that promotes reusability of code lies in the dominion of
primitives. To ease robot programming, the classification of primitives is essential in
order to aid the nature of coding in itself especially for the untrained or inexperienced
user.
[46] have developed a ’Teaching by demonstration’ (also known as Programming by
Demonstration) method to generate a robot program that allows a robot to carry out
a task as demonstrated by a human. The generated program relies on skill primitives
to cater to changes in state contact transitions. A similar usage of skill primitives
can be found in [19] which employs Mason’s [47] compliance frame concept.
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[48] introduces the primitive skill-based discrete-continuous supervisory control
concept which is an architecture that captures both the hierarchy that is required
for representing complex skills as well as the mechanism for detecting their failures
during execution.
[49] discusses the implementation of a few manipulation task primitives using
force damping control and active vision feedback. A manipulation task primitive is
classified by the relative motion between two (rigid) parts. By identifying manipu-
lation task primitives and instantiating solutions to them with available sensors and
robot hardware in the form of sensorimotor primitives, a higher-level abstraction for
composing solutions to complex manipulation tasks is provided. A key benefit is the
ability to re-use costly sensor-based control algorithms for executing these primitives.
The use of primitives in robot programming greatly reduces programming time
reducing the amount of code generally needed to control a robot. The abundance of
instructions previously needed can be reduced to a mere few lines of code which when
compiled, produces the same behaviour. Of course, with anything that is simple to
use, the underlying work behind it is complex. This simple method of coding enables
an untrained user to carry out manipulation tasks without an in-depth understanding
of the robot’s mathematical complexity.
One of the weaknesses of using task primitives in robot programming lies in the
fact that there are never enough primitives for the multitude of tasks available. Also,
the construction of a primitive library requires a trained programmer to create each
task primitive. Nevertheless, the benefits outweigh the costs allowing the pursuit for
a more complete task primitive library.
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2.3 Conclusion
A general consensus agreed upon is to advance the current state of robot program-
ming to that of a more intuitive and interactive one by improving the man-machine
interface. The general idea is to minimize as much as possible the manual coding
method, allowing untrained users to configure or re-program a robot safely and effi-
ciently.
A major portion of this dissertation acknowledges this issue by proposing a matrix-
based supervisory controller to be used as a robot programming method. This ap-
proach varies greatly from those reviewed in the literature in that controlling a robot
and changing a behaviour is solely based on the manipulation of a set of matrices.
A favoured feature of the matrix-based approach is that of a validity check on the
task that is planned by the user prior to task execution. Another appealing feature
is the capability of changing the plan on the fly, i.e., while the robot is in operation,
since a new plan is obtained simply by manipulating the matrices. An off-line and
on-line programming method is thus developed. The next chapter introduces the
matrix-based supervisory controller.
From the primitive reviews, there was no proper identification of how a primitive
should be classified and how it should be structured preventing users from adding to
such a library in a standardized fashion. Chapter 6 proposes a template for coding






Event-driven systems are, to date, growing in popularity and complexity [51,
52, 53]. This is motivating the use of well-organized design methodologies to avoid
failures and to optimize performance. These systems usually have characteristics such
as concurrence, conflicts, shared resources, priorities, etc. These properties, albeit
difficult to handle, can be studied extensively using Petri nets (PN) [54]. There are
many varieties of PNs, from binaries, which are simple to analyze, to coloured nets,
which allow the modelling of more complex systems but have fewer analytic results.
This discrete event (DE) matrix formulation was presented with simulation schemes
in [2, 55] by Lewis et al. To prove the feasibility of the matrix-based approach, the
original controller (written in LabVIEW) was implemented on flexible manufacturing
systems [56, 57]. This new formulation is a hybrid system with logical and algebraic
components that allow fast, direct design and reconfiguration of rule-based controllers
for manufacturing systems. The method can be applied to general DE systems that
include shared resources, dispatching, circular waits and variable part routing. A
certain DE matrix state equation together with the Petri Net marking transition
equation will yield a complete dynamical description of a DE system. In the applica-
tions, the PN places represent manufacturing resources and jobs, and the transitions
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represent decision or rules for resource assignment/release and starting jobs. More
recently, implementation was carried out on wireless sensor networks. The details
can be viewed in [58, 59, 60]. The forthcoming sections introduce the details of the
matrix formulation. These sections also include portions of this Ph.D. research thus
strengthening the original formulation.
Our robot programming framework proposed in this thesis employs the matrix-
based supervisory controller as its underlying engine. The details will be presented
in the later chapters.
3.1 Matrix Model for Discrete Event Systems
From the discrete event (DE) matrix representation of a flexible manufacturing
system (FMS), the Petri net (PN) representation may easily be derived. The DE ma-
trix representation was produced using manufacturing engineering concepts. In order
to conceptualize and analyse manufacturing processes, some standard manufacturing
engineering data structure techniques are useful
The Bill of Materials (BOM) can be described as a matrix in which the (k, j)
entry is equal to the number of subassemblies/parts of type j needed to produce one
subassembly/part of type k. The BOM contains similar information as the assembly
tree [61] which shows the task decomposition of jobs needed to manufacture a product.
Steward’s job sequencing matrix (JSM) [62, 63] comes directly from the assembly
tree. In this matrix, the columns and rows correspond to jobs and a (k, j) entry of
1 indicates that job j is a prerequisite to job k. The partial orderings needed for
sequencing manufacturing jobs is dutifully represented in the JSM.
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The resource requirements matrix (RRM) comes directly from the resources avail-
able to perform jobs, for instance, in an assembly tree annotated to indicate the
resources assigned to the jobs. In this matrix, the columns correspond to resources
(tools, fixtures, robots, etc.) and rows correspond to jobs. A (k, j) entry of 1 indicates
that resource j is needed for job k.
3.1.1 The Matrix Discrete Event Model
A rule-based DE matrix model is now described that allows assembly/job sequenc-
ing, the addition of resources, deadlock analysis/avoidance and dispatching/routing
design. The model allows a very convenient computer simulation of an FMS. The dis-
crete event dynamic system (DEDS) model is based on a matrix formulation where
each matrix has a well-defined function for job sequencing, resource assignment and
resource release.
We first begin by defining a set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signals (U),







· nv is the number of jobs
· nr is the number of resources
· nu is the number of input signals
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· nD is the number of dispatch controls
· nx is the number of conditions and equates to nv + 1 (cf. Section 3.4.1)
By taking the Cartesian product of nv sets V:
V × V × . . .× V, (3.1)
we extract a single element (vector) out of this product:
[v1 v2 . . . vnv ]
T ∈ V × V × ...× V, (3.2)
and via a function µi(v), where i is discrete time, now projects each element (and its
components) into the binary space B with the Cartesian product of this space as:
B × B × . . .× B (3.3)
Each job vector vj, j = 1, .., nv can be in one of three states. Three binary vectors
are thus associated: vjs – started (currently executing), vjc – complete and vjd –
deactivated. The vector of started, completed and deactivated jobs are projected
into the binary space via the function µi(v), i.e., µivs : V → B, µ
i
vc
: V → B and




































∈ B × B × . . .× B (3.6)
An assigned state to each element in the vector at time instant i is thus:
vs
i = [1 . . . 0 0]T
vc
i = [0 . . . 1 0]T
vd
i = [0 . . . 0 1]T
(3.7)
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When vjs = 1, a job vj has started. vjc = 1 is a job in the termination state while
vjd = 1 indicates a deactivated job.













where • represents the entry-wise (or Hadamard) product. The Hadamard product
of two m x n matrices A and B, denoted by A • B, is an m x n matrix given by
(A •B)kj = akjbkj (∀k, j). For instance:
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By taking the Cartesian product of nr sets R:
R×R× . . .×R, (3.10)
we extract a single element (vector) out of this product:
[r1 r2 . . . rnr ]
T ∈ R×R× . . .×R, (3.11)
and via a function µi(r), where i is discrete time, now projects each element (and its
components) into the binary space B with the Cartesian product of this space as:
B × B × . . .× B (3.12)
Each resource vector rj, j = 1, .., nr consists of also of three states: rjs – used,
rjc – idle and rjd – released (and hence available for use). The vector of used, idle
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and released resources are projected into the binary space via the function µi(r), i.e.,
µirs : R → B, µ
i
rc




































∈ B × B × . . .× B (3.15)
An assigned state to each element in the vector at time instant i is thus:
rs
i = [1 0 . . . 0 0]T
rc
i = [0 0 . . . 1 0]T
rd
i = [0 0 . . . 0 1]T
(3.16)
When rjs = 1, a resource rj is used, rjc = 1 an idle resource and rjd = 1 a resource in
its released state (and hence available for use). If a resource is used, it can only be
released once it is idle. A released resource implies availability of that resource.













where • represents the entry-wise (or Hadamard) product.
3.2 Discrete Event State Equation
The state of a task depends on a vector of conditions:
x¯ = Qv ⊗ v¯c ∨Qr ⊗ r¯d ∨Qu ⊗ u¯ ∨QD ⊗ u¯D (3.18)
The condition x represents the vector of conditions and the equation shows how it
evolves over time. Table 7.1 shows the variable definitions for (3.18). The equation
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Table 3.1: Variable definitions for (3.18)
Variables Dimensions Definitions
x nx x 1 Condition x with
nx number of conditions
v nv x 1 Job vector v with
nv number of jobs
r nr x 1 Resource vector r with
nr number of resources
u nu x 1 Input vector with
nu number of input signals
uD nD x 1 Dispatch vector with
nD number of dispatch controls
Qv nx x nv Job sequencing matrix
Qr nx x nr Resource requirements matrix
Qu nx x nu Parts input matrix
QD nx x nD Dispatching matrix
used in the matrix model are logical equations, standard matrix multiplication and
addition are replaced by AND/OR algebra and all vectors and matrices are binary.
⊗ represents a logical AND/OR multiplication and ∨ a logical OR. The over bar is a
logical negation.




(a11 ∧ b1) ∨ .. ∨ (a1m ∧ bm)
:
:
(an1 ∧ b1) ∨ .. ∨ (anm ∧ bm)

 (3.19)
Each of the matrices is explained as follows:
• Qv is the job sequencing matrix of Steward [62, 63] (obtained from the BOM)
and determines which relevant job should be completed before an element xk in
the vector of conditions x is satisfied. Qv(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition xk
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can be satisfied when job vj is complete (vjc = 1). A value of ’0’ indicates that
condition xk is not dependent on the completion state of job vj.
• Qr determines which relevant resources should be available before an element xk
in the vector of conditions x is satisfied. Qr(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition xk
can be satisfied when resource rj is available (rjd = 1). A value of ’0’ indicates
that condition xk is not dependent on the resource rj being available.
• Qu determines which relevant input signal should be present before an element
xk in the vector of conditions x is satisfied. Qu(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition
xk can be satisfied when input signal uj is present (uj = 1). A value of ’0’
indicates that condition xk is not dependent on the presence of input signal uj.
The number of input signals (nu) is always equal to the number of tasks.
• QD determines which relevant dispatch signal should be present before an el-
ement xk in the vector of conditions x is satisfied, i.e., how control signals
influence the system. QD(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition xk can be satisfied
when dispatch signal uDj is present (uDj = 1). A value of ’0’ indicates that con-
dition xk is not dependent on the presence of dispatch signal uDj . This matrix
is used to determine the priority of the operations when resources are shared.
The vector of conditions is dependent on the input received from the environment
in terms of job completion, resource availability, input signals and dispatch control.
The job start matrix Sv (3.2.1) and the resource release matrix Sr (3.2.2) are new
matrices that must be introduced to obtain a complete matrix description of the DE
systems.
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3.2.1 Job Start Equation
The start of a job is indicated by the following equation:
vs = Sv ⊗ x, (3.20)
where Sv is a job start matrix (nv x nx). Job vk, k = 1, .., nv starts when vks = 1.
Sv(k, j) indicates that condition xj must be satisfied (xj = 1) before job vk can start
(vks = 1). (3.20) can be read as follows: Job vk will start iff the relevant conditions
(determined by Sv) are satisfied.
3.2.2 Resource Release Equation
A used resource can only be available after it is released. The equation indicating
the release of a resource is:
rd = Sr ⊗ x, (3.21)
where Sr is a resource release matrix (nr x nx). Resource rk, k = 1, .., nr is released
when rkd = 1. Sr(k, j) indicates that condition xj must be satisfied (xj = 1) before
resource rk is released (rkd = 1). (3.21) can be read as follows: Resource rk can only
be released iff the relevant conditions (determined by Sr) are satisfied.
3.2.3 Task Output Equation
Sy (nT x nx where nT is the number of tasks) determines the set of conditions
that need to be satisfied before the task ends:
y = Sy ⊗ x (3.22)
Sy(k, j) indicates that condition xj must be satisfied (xj = 1) before task k is said to
be complete (yk = 1). A task is decomposed into a set of jobs that are generally in
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Figure 3.1: Discrete Event Matrix Model (adapted from [2])
an ordered sequence. Upon completion of all the jobs, the task is deemed complete.
If one task is present, y is a scalar. If many tasks are present, y takes on a vector
representation.
The DE model, shown in Fig. 3.1 observes the status output of the workcell,
i.e., vector vc, whose entries of ’1’ represent completed jobs and vector rc, whose
entries of ’1’ represent resources currently idle. The DE model state equation (3.18)
which is analogous to the matrix differential equation x˙ = Ax+Bu in control system
theory, checks the conditions required for performing the next jobs in the manufac-
turing system. Based on these conditions, stored in the logical state vector x, (3.20)
computes which jobs are activated and may be started, and (3.21) computes which
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resources should be released (due to completed jobs). From here, the DE model sends
commands to the workcell dynamics, namely vs, whose ’1’ entries denote which jobs
are to be started and rd, whose ’1’ entries denote which resources are to be released.
Products out are given by (3.22). The first layer in Fig. 3.1 represents shared resource
conflict resolution and dispatching activities.
The definition of vectors u and y can be said to be dependent on the system
employing the matrix-based controller. For the case of a workcell (cf. Section 3.4),
operations commence when a workpiece is present. The presence of this workpiece
triggers the input signal u which in turn commences the operation. The workcell then
produces an output part y upon completion. Jobs in this case are viewed as being
executed by several machines to produce an output part.
For our robotic task however, no input part is required. We therefore view u as
an input signal that is needed to begin the execution of each job in a task. Once
the task is complete (which implies the completion of its constituent jobs), a task
output signal y is produced. Jobs in this case are viewed as being executed by a
single machine (the robot) to perform a given task.
With the logical matrix algebra, (3.18)-(3.22) become mathematical equations
that allow formal computation of the rules in the FMS model. This allows:
• computer simulation
• computer implementation of the model as a controller on an actual workcell
It is noted that the coefficient matrices in (3.18) are sparse, i.e., a matrix populated
primarily with zeros, so that real-time computations are very easy even for large
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manufacturing systems. Moreover, (3.18) is nothing but a rule-base so that the rules
can be fired using efficient algorithms such as the Rete Algorithm [64].
A detailed collection of sparse matrix algorithms can be viewed in [65]. Very
simply, sparse matrices can be stored using the row-index storage method [66]. The
row-indexed storage method uses three matrices to store the non-zero elements of a
sparse matrix. Let the number of rows be N. The first matrix is an n x 1 vector
and stores the number of non-zero elements in each row. This is called the Index
matrix. This matrix consists of integers and takes up very little memory. The second
matrix is an n x m matrix where m is the maximum number of non-zero elements
in any row. This stores the non-zero elements in each row and is called the Data
matrix. Typically all the rows have nearly the same number of non-zero elements and
therefore the number of elements in this matrix is very close to the actual number of
non-zero elements. The third matrix is of the same size as the second matrix. This
matrix is called ColNos and stores the column number corresponding to the entries
in the Data matrix.
This method of storing matrices is illustrated by a simple example. Consider the




1 0 0 6
0 1 0 0
3 0 5 0
0 0 0 1




























From the storage matrices, we can now reconstruct A given its dimensions. We
will discuss the first row of these matrices as an example. The Index matrix tells us
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that there are two elements present in the first row while the Data matrix contains
the values (1 and 6) of these two elements. Matrix ColNos then discloses the column
number of these values (1 and 4).
3.3 Petri Net from Discrete Event Matrices
The Petri net (PN) description of a manufacturing system can be derived from
the matrix discrete event (DE) model equations (3.18)-(3.22). This allows all the
PN analysis tools to be used for the DEDS analysis within the matrix DE model
framework. It results in a repeatable design algorithm for Petri nets in DE controllers.
Given the FMS model equations, the activity completion matrix Q and the activity
start matrix S can be defined as





Define X as the set of controller condition vector x and A as the set of jobs and
resource vectors v and r. Then (A, X,Q,ST ) is a Petri net. A Petri net is nothing
but a bipartite digraph described by P , T , I, O where P is a set of places, T a set
of transitions, I a set of input arcs from places to transitions and O a set of output
arcs from transitions to places.
Qy and Su are introduced to complete the matrices and are nothing but a vector
of zeros. This result identifies Q as the input incidence matrix and ST as the output
incidence matrix of a PN, so that the PN incidence matrix [67], M, is given by




T − Fy] (3.25)
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3.3.1 Petri Net Marking Transition
According to PN theory, a column vector p indexed by the set of places P is called
the PN p-vector (place vector). The PN marking vector is the marking vector m(p),
where the marking of p, is the number of tokens in p. Given a vector of places:
p = [p1 p2 ... pq]
T , (3.26)
where q is the number of places. The marking m(p) at discrete time i is denoted as
mi(p) and is the vector:




of markings of the individual places.
The vector of transitions is known as a firing or occurrence sequence and is denoted
by σ. The firing sequence at discrete time i is denoted as σi and is the vector:






Since source and sink transitions are not considered, the number of transitions, for
the purpose of this work, is always q − 1.
In terms of the PN incidence matrix, the PN marking transition equation can be
written as
mi+1(p) = mi(p) + MT · σi+1 = mi(p) + [ST −Q]T · σi+1 (3.29)
The incidence matrix M denotes the change of the marking as the result of firing a
transition. For any element bmn in the matrix (assuming that m and n are values
within the dimensions of the incidence matrix), these elements have values such that
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bmn ∈ Z. A negative value represents a token leaving a place, a positive value
represents a token entering a place and 0 otherwise.
Unfortunately, (3.29) is not a complete description of a PN since it does not take
into account the order of firing transitions nor whether a given transition can actually
fire at any point in time. In the next section, a matrix formulation of DE systems is
given that together with the PN marking transition (3.29), will provide a complete
dynamical description that can be used for analysis and computer simulation.
Necessary Reachability Condition [54]
Suppose that a destination marking md is reachable from m0 through a firing
sequence σi. The state equation (3.29) is then:
md = m0 + M
T · σi, (3.30)
which can be re-written as:
MTσi = 4m, (3.31)
where 4m = md −m0. σ is an n x 1 column vector of nonnegative integers. The i
th
entry of σ denotes the number of times that transition i must fire to transform m0
to md. It is known that a set of linear algebraic equations (3.31) has a solution σ iff
4m is orthogonal to every solution of y of its homogeneous system:
My = 0 (3.32)








· M11 → (m− r) x r
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· M12 → r x r
· M21 → (m− r) x (n− r)
· M22 → r x (n− r)
where M12 is a nonsingular square matrix of order r. A set of (m − r) linearly
independent solutions y for (3.31) can be given as the (m − r) rows of the following
(m− r) x m matrix Bf :






where Iµ is the identity matrix of order µ = m − r. Note that MBf
T = 0. That is,
the vector spanned by the row vectors of M is orthogonal to the vector spanned by
the row vectors of Bf . The matrix Bf corresponds to the fundamental circuit matrix
in the case of a marked graph. Now, the condition that ∆m is orthogonal to every
solution for My = 0 is equivalent to the following condition:
Bf∆m = 0 (3.35)
Thus if md is reachable from m0, then the corresponding firing count vector σ
must exist and (3.35) must hold. Therefore, we have the necessary condition for
reachability in an unrestricted Petri net.
3.3.2 Complete Dynamical Description of Discrete Event Sys-
tems
A rigorous framework needed for the analysis and simulation of discrete event
systems is provided in the matrix formulation. Denoting the discrete time by i, the
following equation gives the basic description of a DES:
mi+1(p) = mi(p) + MT · σi+1 (3.36)
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Equation (3.36) is the PN marking transition equation as introduced in the previ-
ous section, where m(p) is the marking vector and M is the incidence matrix. This
equation attempts to provide a complete dynamical description of a PN. However,
this equation alone cannot be used without an allowable firing vector σ. Assuming
this firing vector is given, using (3.36), the next marking vector based on the pre-
vious one can be determined. Note that M is fixed and is defined by the structure
of the system itself. From the viewpoint of the DE controller, the conditions x are
associated with σ. Therefore, (3.18) has to be introduced in order to determine the
allowable firing vector σ. This equation may be written, via De Morgan’s law, as:
xi+1 = Q¯⊕mi = [Q¯u Q¯v Q¯r Q¯y]⊕ [u v r y]
T (3.37)
Equation (3.37), as opposed to (3.36) cannot be computed in standard matrix
algebra. ⊕ represents a logical OR/AND multiplication.




(a11 ∨ b1) ∧ .. ∧ (a1m ∨ bm)
:
:
(an1 ∨ b1) ∧ .. ∧ (anm ∨ bm)

 (3.38)
Using these equations, it is fairly simple to write a program in MATLAB, MATRIXX ,
C, etc., to simulate a discrete event system. Once the equations have been pro-
grammed, the program can easily simulate different DE systems by only changing the
matrix description of the system, i.e., Q and S.
3.3.3 Timed Simulations
With the presence of time in the simulations, various performance measures such
as resource percent utilisation, buffer lengths, etc., can be computed. In this situation,
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the place transition in (3.36) must be split into two parts, adding also a subroutine
that determines, by computing elapsed times, which currently ongoing operations are
completed. To accomplish this, each ith place is envisioned as having two parts. The
input part is mip where tokens are positions as the place input transitions fire. After
the time associated with that place has lapsed, the token in mip is moved to the final
part mfp where it becomes available to fire the place output transitions. Equation
(3.36) is thus replaced by:
mi+1ip = m
i
ip − S · x
i mi+1fp = m
i
fp −Q
T · xi (3.39)
3.3.4 Dispatching: Conflict Resolution Subroutine
Shared resources always present a problem in that failure to dispatch the shared
resource can lead to deadlock. To avoid deadlock, an extra step must be inserted
between (3.36) and (3.37). The vector xi as initially computed should be considered
as a requested or proposed transition firing vector. If it results in any negative values
in mi+1, then there was a shared resource assignment problem. In this case, a dis-
patching subroutine that decides which job involving that shared resource to perform
must be called and propose a new xi. The job selection is determined by extending
the marking vector to include dispatching places uD. Then m
i+1 is computed and
the iteration is executed. The dispatching subroutine can contain any dispatching





A simple example is now presented. We will assume that conflict resolution is not
required, i.e., QuD = 0. Assume a workcell (Fig. 3.2) which consists of two machines
(Machine 1 (M1) and Machine 2 (M2)), one buffer (B), one robot (Rbt), one pallet
(P) and one hopper.
In order to begin the task, M1 requires P to be present for the part to enter the
workcell (PI, part in) . Once a part is processed by M1, Rbt is needed to transfer
that part to B (location 1 to location 2). M2 then processes the part. Rbt places the
part into the hopper (location 3 to location 4), i.e., exit the workcell (PO, part out).
The machines can either be idle (M1c, M2c) or processing a part (M1Ps, M2Ps);
the buffer available (Bd) or used (BUs); the pallet idle (Pc); and a shared robot idle
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Figure 3.3: PN description of the workcell with initial markings
(Rbtc) or used (RU1s, RU2s since the robot is required twice). The PN representation
with its initial markings (black dots) is shown in Fig. 3.3.
The set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signals (U), output signals (Y ) and
conditions (X) are thus defined as:
V = {M1P, RU1, BU, M2P, RU2}
R = {P, M1, M2, B, Rbt}
U = {PI}
Y = {PO}
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}
The vector of started jobs (vs) and used resources (rs) is:
vs=[M1Ps RU1s BUs M2Ps RU2s]
T
rs=[Ps M1s M2s Bs Rbts]
T
The vector of completed jobs (vc) and idle resources (rc) is:
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vc=[M1Pc RU1c BUc M2Pc RU2c]
T
rc=[Pc M1c M2c Bc Rbtc]
T
The vector of deactivated jobs (vd) and released resources (rd) is:
vd=[M1Pd RU1d BUd M2Pd RU2d]
T
rd=[Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd]
T
With this description, the marking vector mi, in concordance with (3.37), is:
mi = [PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T (3.40)
3.4.1 Q matrices
To fully understand the Q matrices, (3.18) will be divided into its individual
components and discussed in turn. Rewrite (3.18) as:
x¯ = x¯v ∨ x¯r ∨ x¯u, (3.41)
where
x¯v = Qv ⊗ v¯c (3.42)
x¯r = Qr ⊗ r¯d (3.43)
x¯u = Qu ⊗ u¯ (3.44)
With one task and 5 jobs present, column vector x will contain 6 elements, i.e.,
x1, .., x5, to trigger off each of the jobs and x6 to signify task completion (Fig. 3.3).













0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0


























































Excerpts from (3.46) can be read as follows:
· Condition xv1 is satisfied (xv1 = 1)
· Condition xv2 is satisfied (xv2 = 1) if job M1P is complete (M1Pc=1)
· Condition xv6 is satisfied (xv6 = 1) if job RU2 is complete (RU2c=1)













1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1


























































Excerpts from (3.48) can be read as follows:
· Condition xr1 is satisfied (xr1 = 1) if resource P and M1 are released (Pd=1 and
M1d=1)
· Condition xr2 is satisfied (xr2 = 1) if resource is released (Rbtd=1)
· Condition xr6 is satisfied (xr6 = 1)







































































Excerpts from (3.50) can be read as follows:
· Condition xu1 is satisfied (xu1 = 1) if the part is present (PI=1)
· Condition xu2 is satisfied (xu2 = 1)
By De Morgan’s law for (3.41):
x = xv ∧ xr ∧ xu, (3.51)













1 ∧ (Pd ∧M1d) ∧ PI
M1Pc ∧Rbtd ∧ 1
RU1c ∧Bd ∧ 1
BUc ∧M2d ∧ 1
M2Pc ∧Rbtd ∧ 1




Excerpts from (3.52) can be read as follows:
· Condition x1 is satisfied (x1 = 1) iff resource P and M1 are released (Pd=1 and
M1d=1) and the part is present (PI=1)
· Condition x2 is satisfied (x2 = 1) iff job M1P is complete (M1Pc=1) and resource
Rbt is released (Rbtd=1)
· Condition x6 is satisfied (x6 = 1) iff job RU2 is complete (RU2c=1)
The Q matrices can now be composed (cf. Section 3.3).
3.4.2 S matrices
The S matrices define when a job is started and when a resource is released
depending on the current conditions of the task.
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With 5 jobs present, the column vector vs will contain its list of elements. The












1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
































Excerpts from (3.54) can be read as follows:
· Job M1P can start (M1Ps=1) iff condition x1 is satisfied (x1 = 1)
· Job RU1 can start (RU1s=1) iff condition x2 is satisfied (x2 = 1)
With 5 resources, the column vector rd will contain its list of elements. The












0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
































Excerpts from (3.56) can be read as follows:
· Resource P is released (Pd=1) iff condition x4 is satisfied (x4 = 1)
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· Resource M1 is released (M1d=1) iff condition x2 is satisfied (x2 = 1)
· Resource R is released (Rbtd=1) if condition x3 or x6 is satisfied (x3 = 1 or x6 = 1)
(an issue present here will be discussed in the subsequent chapter)
Each outputted part represents one output signal and with 1 output signal, y




























Output part PO will only be present (PO=1) iff condition x6 is satisfied (x6 = 1).
Note that x6 = 1 signifies task completion or rather the output of one part.
The S matrices can now be composed (cf. Section 3.3).
3.4.3 Simulation 1
Before the simulation can begin, the initial PN markings in (3.40) must be defined.
We assume only one input part and one resource each:
mi=[PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T
mi=[1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0]T
By using (3.36) and (3.37) (pseudocode in Table 3.2), a complete dynamical de-
scription of the workcell is obtained. n is the number of iterations required for the
task to complete and is an arbitrary number that can generally assume the number
of columns found in the Q matrix but is not restricted to it.
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The simulation results for n = 9 is shown in Table 3.3 and depicts the transitions
of the PN. A value of 1 represents a marking/token on a place in the net and a value
of zero otherwise. The first row in the table depicts the initial marking (Fig. 3.3)
and the rows after depict the transitions. Row 2’s PN representation is shown in Fig.
3.4 and row 7 in Fig. 3.5. Fig. 3.4 shows that M1P is utilizing resources M1 and P
for its operation and no other job is in operation while Fig. 3.5 shows that the part
is outputted and all the resources have been returned. Row’s 8 and 9 merely depict
stagnation since the task has already ended. Therefore, the simulation only requires
7 iterations.
3.4.4 Simulation 2
Assume now that 3 input parts are present. The initial PN markings in (3.40) is
now defined as:
mi=[PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T
mi=[3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0]T
The simulation results for n = 18 is shown in Table 3.4. This situation is slightly
more complex as each of the processes are repeated 3 times (since there are 3 input
FOR i = 1 to n
Compute the firing vector (3.37)
Obtain the next PN marking transition (3.36)
NEXT
Table 3.2: Pseudocode for the usage of (3.36) and (3.37). n is the number of iterations
required for the task to complete.
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Row PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 3.3: Simulation 1: PN Markings for n = 9
parts) but the transitions can still be viewed in the table. Row 6 is particularly inter-
esting and is depicted in Fig. 3.6. It is seen that jobs M1P and RU2 are executed in
parallel since the relevant conditions governing the starting of these jobs are satisfied.
Notice as well that in the next iteration (row 7, Fig. 3.7), job RU1 has not been
started since resource R was not available, i.e., the marking is still present in place
M1P. A part was, however, outputted. Only after resource Rbt was available did job
RU1 execute (row 8). This entire sequence repeats in row 11.
3.4.5 Simulation 3: Deadlock
A deadlock situation is now illustrated. Assume now that 1 input part is present
but resource M2 is never released (M2d=0). The initial PN markings in (3.40) is now
defined as:
mi=[PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T
mi=[1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0]T
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Figure 3.4: Simulation 1: Table 3.3 row 2 PN description: Machine 1 in operation
Figure 3.5: Simulation 1: Table 3.3 row 7 PN description: Part output
The simulation results for n = 7 is shown in Table 3.5. From row 4 onwards,
the markings stagnate since job M2P requires resource M2 to be available but it is
not. The subsequent jobs will then never be executed. This is a case of deadlock
where the required resource for the execution of a job was not available, i.e., job M2P
could not be executed because resource M2 (even though it might have been available
physically) was deemed as unavailable from the controllers point of view. A mistake
in the initial marking was thus made.
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Row PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO
1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
4 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
5 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
6 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
7 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
8 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1
9 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
10 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
11 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2
13 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2
14 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 2
15 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 2
16 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 2
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3
Table 3.4: Simulation 2: PN Markings for n = 18
Prior to using the controller for online application, using the PN transition equa-
tion to simulate the task allows a validity check on the planning process. This is
synonymous to any plan and reduces the possibility of errors controller-wise.
3.4.6 Simulation 4: Timed Petri Net
Any real workcell however, has nonzero operation times. These times are inter-
preted herein as timed petri nets (cf. Section 3.3.3). Assume now that 4 input parts
are present. The initial PN input markings, mip, and final markings, mfp, in (3.39)
is defined as:
mi=[PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T
Figure 3.6: Simulation 2: Table 3.4 row 6 PN description: Parallel jobs
Figure 3.7: Simulation 2: Table 3.4 row 7 PN description
miip=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
T
mifp=[4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0]
T ,
and for each of the operations:
v = {M1P, RU1, BU, M2P, RU2},
the processing time (in seconds) is:
vt = {2.8, 1, 2, 3.2, 1.5}
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Row PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
Table 3.5: Simulation 3: PN Markings for n = 7
The result is shown in Fig. 3.8 where the solid lines are the jobs and the dashed
resources with the respective jobs and resources labelled on the right vertical axis.
Each time a solid plot is triggered high (0 to 1), a job is said have started. A job is
not in operation if the plot is low. Adversely, each time a dashed plot is triggered
low (1 to 0), a resource is in use. A resource is available if the plot is high. The task
required approximately 30 seconds to complete.
The resource utilization graph can also be obtained (Fig. 3.9). Note that the plot
for resource P and B are overlapping. For this task, the resource utilization process is
poor, i.e., proximately 40% for resource R and 20% for the rest. The issue of resource
utilization optimization presents another area of research and will not be attempted
here.
3.4.7 Simulation 5: Timed Petri Net with Deadlock
A deadlock situation is now illustrated by defining the initial PN input markings,
mip, and final markings, mfp, in (3.39) as:
mi=[PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T
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Figure 3.8: Simulation 4: Timed Petri net (solid line = jobs, dashed line = resources)
miip=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
T
mifp=[4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0]
T
The result is shown in Fig. 3.10. Notice that stagnation occurs.
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Figure 3.9: Simulation 4: Resource Utilization
3.5 Another Workcell Simulation
Assume another workcell (Fig. 3.11) which consists of two machines (Machine 1
(M1) and Machine 2 (M2)), one buffer (B), one robot (Rbt), one pallet (P) and one
hopper. Assume also the exact same set of jobs and resources from Section 3.4. The
visible difference however is the sequence of which these jobs are performed.
In order to begin the task, M2 now requires P to be present for the part to enter
the buffer (PI, part in) . Once a part is processed by M2, Rbt is needed to transfer
that part to M1 (location 1 to location 2). M1 then processes the part. Rbt places
the part into the hopper (location 3 to location 4), i.e., exit the workcell (PO, part
out). The PN representation with its initial markings is shown in Fig. 3.12. Take
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Figure 3.10: Simulation 5: Timed Petri net : Deadlock (solid line = jobs, dashed line
= resources)
note of the different placements for the condition on the transitions in the PN and
the sequence of the jobs.
The new specifications are very simply achieved by altering the matrix model. For













0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0














Figure 3.11: Workcell 2
Figure 3.12: PN description of the workcell with initial markings
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0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1



















































































By De Morgan’s law for (3.41):
x = xv ∧ xr ∧ xu, (3.65)
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RU1c ∧M1d ∧ 1
M2Pc ∧Rbtd ∧ 1
1 ∧ Bd ∧ PI
BUc ∧ (Pd ∧M2d) ∧ 1
M1Pc ∧Rbtd ∧ 1





The job start and task output equation for this task are synonymous to that of
(3.54) and (3.58). The resource release equation (3.56) however differs due to the












0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
































3.5.2 Results: Timed Petri Net
With only a change in sequence, job processing times can be found in Section
3.4.6. The initial PN markings input, mip, and final PN markings, mf, are:
mi=[PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO]
T
miip=[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
T
mifp=[1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0]
T
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Row PI M1P RU1 BU M2P RU2 Pd M1d M2d Bd Rbtd PO
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 3.6: Simulation: PN Markings for n = 7
The simulation results for n = 7 is shown in Table 3.6 and depicts the transitions
of the PN. A value of 1 represents a marking/token on a place in the net and a value
of zero otherwise. The first row in the table depicts the initial marking (Fig. 3.12)
and the rows after depict the transitions.
Results of the matrix model is shown in Fig. 3.13 where the solid lines are the
jobs and the dashed resources with the respective jobs and resources labelled on the
right vertical axis. Each time a solid plot is triggered high (0 to 1), a job is said to
have started. A job is not in operation if the plot is low. Adversely, each time a
dashed plot is triggered low (1 to 0), a resource is in use. A resource is available if
the plot is high.
By manipulating the entities in the matrix model, a completely different operation
is obtained. Note that the vector of jobs was unchanged. This approach shows the
simplicity of acquiring different sequences for a fixed set of jobs which in turn provides
a different output.
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Figure 3.13: Results: Timed Petri net (solid line = jobs, dashed line = resources)
3.6 Simulation of Parallel Jobs
Let us assume that two tasks need to be run in parallel, both of which consists
of 3 jobs each. There are 6 resources, i.e., one for each of the jobs, with each job
requiring only a single resource.
The set of jobs (V), resources (R) and conditions (X) are thus defined as:
V = {v11, v12, v13, v21, v22, v23}
R = {r11, r12, r13, r21, r22, r23}
X = {x11, x12, x13, x14, x21, x22, x23, x24}
where v12 and r12 represents task 1 job 2 and task 1 resource 2 respectively. Conditions
xk1−xk3 (k=1,2) are used to trigger off each of the parallel jobs. x14 and x24 signifies
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completion of each task. Input and output signal sets are not defined above as it will
be discussed in the following subsections.
3.6.1 Q and S matrices
The Qv and Qr matrices will be presented without reference to (3.18). Qu will




0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0






1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0


The Sv and Sr matrices will be presented without reference to (3.20) and (3.21)




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0






0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


3.6.2 Case 1: One Input, Two Outputs
A case where one common input signal triggers off the execution of both the
parallel tasks with two independent output points is now illustrated (Fig. 3.7). The
input and output sets are defined as:
U = {u1}
Y = {y1, y2},
with
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0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
]
The initial PN markings are defined as:
mi=[u1 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r11d r12d r13d r21d r22d r23d y1 y2]
T
mi=[2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0]T
The two tokens present in the input place u1 each represent the parts required
per process. Simulation results for n = 5 are shown in Table 3.7. Notice that both
the input parts are consumed after which two outputs are produced. A case like this
requires that an even number of input markings be present to prevent contentions in
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u1 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r11d r12d r13d r21d r22d r23d y1 y2
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 3.7: Case 1: PN Markings for one input, two outputs
the PN transition equation. To qualify this statement, the output arcs from place u1
are 2-weighted arcs. Arcs are labelled with their weights (positive integers) whereas
labels for unity weight are omitted. Conditions x11 and x21 can only be satisfied
(without contentions) if the input place u1 is marked with at least 2 tokens (or
multiples of it), i.e., w(u1,x11) = w(u1,x21) = 2, where w signifies the weight of the
arc.
3.6.3 Case 2: Two Inputs, One Output
This case illustrates two independent input trigger off points and one common
output point (Fig. 3.8). The input and output sets are defined as:


















0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
]
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Figure 3.15: Case 2: PN description of the task with initial markings
We assume that one input part and two input parts are present at u1 and u2
respectively. The initial PN markings are defined as:
mi=[u1 u2 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r11d r12d r13d r21d r22d r23d y1]
T
mi=[1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 ]T
Simulation results for n = 9 are shown in Table 3.8. Notice that 3 outputs are
present at the common output point once all the input parts are processed.
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u1 u2 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r11d r12d r13d r21d r22d r23d y1
1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
Table 3.8: Case 2: PN Markings for two inputs, one output
3.6.4 Case 3: Two inputs, Two Outputs
This case illustrates two independent input trigger off points and two independent
output points (Fig. 3.16). The input and output sets are defined as:
U = {u1, u2}

















0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
]
We assume that two input parts and one input part is present at u1 and u2
respectively. The initial PN markings are defined as:
mi=[u1 u2 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r11d r12d r13d r21d r22d r23d y1 y2]
T
mi=[2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 ]T
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Figure 3.16: Case 3: PN description of the task with initial markings
Simulation results for n = 9 are shown in Table 3.9.
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u1 u2 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r11d r12d r13d r21d r22d r23d y1 y2
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
Table 3.9: Case 3: PN Markings for two inputs, two outputs
3.7 Conclusion
This chapter provides a detailed introduction into the foundations of the matrix-
based supervisory controller and its application to simulation. Using the controller
for online execution merely requires a trigger of the relevant conditions allowing a
job to be started (cf. (3.54)) and similarly for the release of a resource (cf. (3.56)).
Condition triggering stems from (3.18) which governs the entire operation.
Two issues transpired during the discussions:
1. the third excerpt in (3.56) which deals with the issue of conditions and
2. a case of deadlock in Section 3.4.5
The deadlock case in Section 3.4.5 was caused by a mistake in the initial mark-
ing. By using the PN transition equation to simulate the task, mishaps or rather
misplanning can be detected prior to task execution since a dynamic representation
of the task is now obtained. From these transitions, a user/planner will now be able
to determine the structure or integrity of the flow depending on the current plan
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without having to physically execute it online. Apart from the dynamical description
of a system, the PN transition equation also allows a feasibility check of the plan in
terms of resources and jobs.
Tackling the issue of conditions will be presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4
MATRIX-BASED SUPERVISORY CONTROLLER: AN
EXTENSION
To allow for a more generic usage needed for robotic systems, the modification
[68] of a matrix-based supervisory controller was pursued. Catering to the robustness
property required for the complexity of such tasks, the controller was further improved
to extend its capabilities allowing for a more intuitive usage.
This chapter deals with the issue of conditions and introduces these improvements.
A deadlock detection algorithm will follow. Consequently, experiments employing the
improved supervisory controller [69, 70] will be presented.
4.1 The Issue of Conditions
When viewing the matrix model in a more general light, a few setbacks were
identified and is synonymous to (3.20)-(3.22). The shortcoming arises when more
than one condition has to be satisfied in any given row (cf. (3.56)), i.e., when more







 1 0 1 00 1 1 0























Note that at the first row, either condition x1 or x3 can trigger job v1s . Unless
intended, this issue may not cater to the robustness required. Modified equations
overcoming this drawback are discussed in the next section.
4.2 Modified Matrix Model
The issue is resolved by inserting an overbar to (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22):
Job Start Equation
v¯s = Sv ⊗ x¯ (4.2)
Resource Release Equation
r¯d = Sr ⊗ x¯ (4.3)
Task Output Equation
y¯ = Sy ⊗ x¯ (4.4)
Discussion
Since the changes characterize a similar meaning to the above three equations,
only one of the modified equations will be discussed. Take (4.2) as an example:
Recapitulate that when vks = 1, job k is said to have started. Matrix Sv is the







 1 0 1 00 1 1 0

































where for the first row, v1s = 1 iff x1 and x3 are satisfied (x1 = 1, x3 = 1).
For the case when either one of the conditions can be used as a trigger, the
user only need define two instances of vs with the same job. As an example, define
v1s = v3s = Job 1. Note that at rows one and three in (4.6), either condition x1 or







 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
































Equations (4.2)-(4.4) will hold for any combination of Sv, Sr and Sy entries.
Implementation of the modified matrix model for a robotic pick and place task can
be found in [69].
Following the modifications, an extension to (4.2) and (4.3) ensued. These exten-
sions allow for a more general denotation of when a job is started with the introduction
of a job dependency matrix, Uv and of when a resource is released with a resource
dependency matrix, Ur.
4.3 Improved Matrix Model
For a sequential task (consisting of jobs), it is necessary that each job is executed
in a strict order, i.e., job 1 followed by job 2 followed by job 3. The realm of parallel
tasks however, require inter-task sequencing (or more aptly coordination) and an
intuitive representation for this should be available. For instance, Task 1 Job 5 is
started only after Task 3 Job 3 is complete.
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The ordering of jobs in a task requiring a single agent is handled by Qv (the job
sequencing matrix). This matrix allows the user to sequence the jobs that constitute
a task. Enabling a particular job is thus related through the vector of conditions
x (a two-step approach). Conceiving the coordination of multiple tasks (and hence
multiple jobs) becomes rather complex when precedence relations are crucial to the
execution of a task. Multiple tasks that contribute collectively towards a global
objective are hereon called subtasks. This global objective is the task. Subtasks in
turn consist of jobs. Utilizing Qv to coordinate these jobs becomes quite arduous.
To ease the coordination approach, a job dependency matrix, Uv, is introduced to
(3.2.1) (Section 4.3.1).
Resources, on the other hand, become available once they are released. Assume
an example with resources A and B. A situation might arise in which resource B
must be idle before resource A is released. An example would be the localization
of a designated camp site (the first resource) before deploying the tents (the second
resource). In other words, the resource ’camp site’ must first be idle before releasing
the resource ’tent’. Or perhaps resource ’car keys’ must first be idle before resource
’car’ is released. To realize this, a resource dependency matrix, Ur, is introduced to
(3.2.2) (Section 4.3.2).
For the former, a relationship between vs and vc is required and the latter, between
rd and rc. The improved matrix model was employed for the implementation of a
robotic task in [70]. Discussions will follow suit in the subsequent subsections.
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4.3.1 Job Start Equation
The start of a job is indicated by the following equation:
v¯s = Sv ⊗ x¯ ∨Uv ⊗ v¯c Uv(k,k) 6= 1, (4.7)
where Sv is a job start matrix (nv x nx) and Uv is a job dependency matrix (nv x
nv) with zero diagonal entries. Job vk, k = 1, .., nv is started when vks = 1. Sv(k, j)
indicates that condition xj must be satisfied (xj = 1) before job vk is started (vks = 1).
Uv(k, j) indicates that job vj must be complete (vjc = 1) before job vk can start.
Equation (4.7) can be read as follows: Job vk will start iff the relevant conditions
(determined by Sv) are satisfied and job dependencies (determined by Uv) is/are
complete. This general representation can be used for concurrent and dependent
operations and is bridged by Uv. From a broader perspective, (4.7) provides a means
to coordinate internal and external subsystems (tasks) in terms of jobs.
An example is now discussed. Say two tasks are present with the first task con-
sisting of 3 jobs and the second task 2 jobs. The set of jobs (V ) are:
V = {v11, v12, v13, v21, v22},
where vkj defines a job j in task k.
The set of conditions (X) for both the tasks are:
X = {x11, x12, x13, x14, x21, x22, x23},
where x11 to x14 represent the conditions for task 1 and x21 to x23 for task 2. Recapit-
ulate that the last condition for each task signifies task completion. The number of
conditions equate to the number of jobs per task plus one (cf. Section 3.4.1). These
conditions do not necessarily need to trigger only the jobs in its task domain, i.e., x12
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starting only a job in task 1. Cross-domain condition satisfaction can also be used to
trigger a particular job not belonging to that domain, i.e., x12 also starting a job in
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(x¯11 ∨ x¯21) ∨ (v¯13c ∨ v¯22c)
(x¯13 ∨ x¯21) ∨ v¯12c
(x¯12 ∨ x¯22) ∨ v¯13c
















(x11 ∧ x21) ∧ (v13c ∧ v22c)
(x13 ∧ x21) ∧ v12c
(x12 ∧ x22) ∧ v13c
x14 ∧ (v11c ∧ v12c)


Before job v13 can start (v13s = 1), conditions x13 and x21 must be satisfied, and
job v12 must be complete (v12c = 1). This example proves the equation’s usefulness
when employed in a complex system.
4.3.2 Resource Release Equation
Before a job can use a resource, a resource first has to be released. The release of
a resource deems a resource available for use. The equation indicating the release of
a resource is:
r¯d = Sr ⊗ x¯ ∨Ur ⊗ r¯c, (4.9)
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where Sr is a resource release matrix (nr x nx) and Ur is a resource dependency
matrix (nr x nr) representing an identity matrix as its basic structure. Resource rk,
k = 1, .., nr is released when rkd = 1. Sr(k, j) indicates that condition xj must be
satisfied (xj = 1) before resource rk is released (rkd = 1). Ur(k, j) indicates that
resource rj must be idle (rjc = 1) before resource rk is released.
Equation (4.9) can be read as follows: Resource rk can only be released iff the
relevant conditions (determined by Sr) are satisfied and the resource dependencies
(determined by Ur) is/are idle. Similarly, (4.9) provides a means to coordinate local
and external subsystems in terms of resources.
Assume an arbitrary set of resources (R) and conditions (X):
R = {r1, r2, r3}
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5},







 0 1 0 1 00 1 0 0 1




























 x¯2 ∨ x¯4(x¯2 ∨ x¯5) ∨ r¯3c









 x2 ∧ x4(x2 ∧ x5) ∧ r3c
(x3 ∧ x4) ∧ r1c


Before resource r2 can be released (r2d = 1), conditions x2 and x5 must be true,
and resource r3 must be currently idle (r3c = 1). This example shows the equation’s
usefulness when employed in complex systems.
Fig. 4.1 depicts the matrix model. Based on the system’s current state and the
environs, the Q matrices are used to obtain the next set of conditions which in turn
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Figure 4.1: Matrix-based Supervisory Controller
will be used by the S and U matrices to release the resources required for the starting
of a job. Once a job is complete, the Q matrices are once again used to obtain the
next set of conditions. The process is iterative.
4.4 Job Dependency Matrix, Uv
When Sv is pre-multiplied to Qv (Sv.Qv), a matrix which depicts job dependencies
across the same task (internal or local dependency) is obtained ([71] employs a similar
matrix from the resource standpoint (Sr.Qr) by first constructing a resources’ wait
relation digraph to identify circular waits in multipart reentrant flow systems). Sv
indicates which condition needs to be satisfied before a job is started and Qv which
job needs to be complete before the condition is satisfied. Sv.Qv thus depicts which
jobs need to be completed before other jobs can start (Fig. 4.2). This matrix allows
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for the checking of deadlock within a task (intra-task) which consists of a number of
jobs in sequence (Fig. 4.3).
A user-defined UEv matrix however, caters to the coordination of tasks in an
external fashion (inter-task) as shown in Fig. 4.4. The figure tells us, apart from its
local dependencies, that Task 2-Job 1 can start iff Task 1-Job 1 is complete and Task













0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0




Obversely, the job dependency matrix is given by:
Uv = UEv ∨ Sv.Qv (4.12)




0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0






Figure 4.3: Intratask Figure 4.4: Intertask
Using the supervisory controller requires a user to define the Q, S and U matrices
according to the task at hand. It relies solely on these matrices which upon an
incorrect definition, renders the controller in a state of deadlock/livelock. The nature
of the controller, however, is such that by using the matrices, a validity check (of the
entire task) can be carried out oﬄine before attempting its execution online. This
check determines the feasibility of the planned task in terms of jobs and resources by
employing the Petri net transition equation.
Even before carrying out the validity check, we propose an a priori algorithm sub-
stantiating the deadlock of jobs that may be present in the Sv, Qv and Uv matrices.
The algorithm’s development is presented in the next section.
4.5 Deadlock Detection
An erroneous Uv (or Sv or Qv) in (4.7) is shown below:
Uv =






where the rows determine which jobs are started given the completion of prior specified
jobs (columns).
Given condition satisfaction in (4.7), (4.14) can be read, row-wise, as follows:
· Job 1 can start iff job 2 is complete
· Job 2 can start iff job 1 is complete
· Job 3 can start iff job 2 is complete
Deadlock is present since jobs 1 and 2 are waiting for each other. We term this
the 2-job case (Fig. 4.5).
An example of the 3-job case (Fig. 4.6) is shown in (4.15),
Uv =





where all three jobs are waiting for each other:
· Job 1 can start iff job 2 is complete
· Job 2 can start iff job 3 is complete
· Job 3 can start iff job 1 is complete
Note that deadlock is only visible when all three jobs are considered simulta-
neously. We thus deduce that deadlock can be generalized into the m-job case,






J1a ... J1d ... J1n
J2a ... J2d ... J2n
: ... : ... :
Jna ... Jnd ... Jnn

 a < d < n, (4.16)
where the rows represent the jobs that will be starting (J1, J2, ..., Jn) and the columns
(Ja, ..., Jd, ..., Jn) their dependencies. J1a, ..., Jnn are binary values which exemplify
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Figure 4.5: 2-job case
Figure 4.6: 3-job case
these dependencies.
2-job case
To check for deadlock between jobs Ji and Jj, we extract the corresponding rows
i and j from Uv: [
Jia ... Jid ... Jin
Jja ... Jjd ... Jjn
]
i 6= j (4.17)
By taking the logical OR operation of the rows in (4.17), we get a row vector:[




Jija ... Jijd ... Jijn
] (4.18)
Deadlock is present if the logical AND of elements i and j of the row vector in
(4.18) is 1:
Jiji ∧ Jijj = 1, (4.19)
where the third subscript indicates the corresponding jobs (indices from row vector).
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3-job case
To check for deadlock between jobs Ji, Jj and Jk, we extract the corresponding
rows i, j and k from Uv:
 Jia ... Jid ... JinJja ... Jjd ... Jjn
Jka ... Jkd ... Jkn

 i 6= j 6= k (4.20)
By taking the logical OR operation of the rows in (4.20), we get a row vector[




Jijka ... Jijkd ... Jijkn
] (4.21)
Deadlock is present if the logical AND of elements i, j and k of the row vector in
(4.21) is 1:
Jijki ∧ Jijkj ∧ Jijkk = 1, (4.22)
where the fourth subscript indicates the corresponding jobs (indices from row vector).
4.5.2 m-Job Case (m = 1, .., nv)













is a logical product
·
∨
is a logical summation
· p ∈ nv ∈ Z
+ are the corresponding job rows
· q ∈ nv ∈ Z
+ are the corresponding job
· (∀q) signifies all values of q
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A generated digraph (from this algorithm) for (4.14) and (4.15) is shown in Figs.
4.7 and 4.8 where the numbers represent the enumerated jobs.
Figure 4.7: Digraph with deadlock
from (4.14)
Figure 4.8: Digraph with deadlock
from (4.15)
4.5.3 Combinations
For any given Uv, a user needs to carry out a deadlock check for m-jobs, m =
1, .., nv, since an erroneous definition could occur anywhere. This suggests that a
combination of rows, i.e., the m-subsets, are required to undergo testing; with ref-
erence to (4.14) for instance, there are 3 combinations (3C2) in the 2-subset and 1
combination (3C3) in the 3-subset. The instance where m = 1 checks whether the
start of a job is dependent on itself.
Given a sufficiently large nv, the number of combinations for each m manifolds as
shown in Fig. 4.9. The maximum number of deadlock checking tries (when deadlock
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Figure 4.9: Number of combinations for nv = 10
occurs at the nv-subset) is given by
nv∑
m=1
nvCm m = 1, .., nv (4.24)
By viewing this problem as the number of logical OR operations required for each
m-subset (and hence the total number of operations), we next introduce a computa-
tionally saving method to reducing the number of operations. As an example, (4.18)
and (4.21) have one and two logical OR operations respectively in each of its elements.
Cost Expense
The number of logical OR operations required by each m-subset (using the brute
force approach (dashed line in Fig. 4.10)) is given by
nvCm · (m− 1) m = 2, .., nv, (4.25)
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Figure 4.10: Number of logical OR operations for nv = 10
where the total number of operations for all the subsets is given by
nv∑
m=2
[nvCm · (m− 1)] m = 2, .., nv, (4.26)
This is termed the brute-force approach and is computationally expensive. The situ-
ation where m = 1 is neglected since a 1-subset does not produce any operations.
From the combinatorics viewpoint, cost savings can be obtained by the employ-
ment of combinations from the previous subset, i.e., given nvCm, how many of its
n-subset sub-combinations can be found in nvCm−1. For example, the combinations
of 4C4 and
4C3 is {1, 2, 3, 4} and {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4} respectively. It
can be seen that the 4-subset is really built upon a subset of the 3-subset ({1, 2, 3})
(only one instance is required). Therefore, 1 sub-combination of the 4-subset is found
in the 3-subset (Fig. 4.11). A method that obtains the number of sub-combinations
is thus proposed.
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Figure 4.11: Number of sub-combinations for nv = 4
Pascal’s Cost Saving Triangle
Pascal’s triangle is a geometric arrangement of the binomial coefficients in a trian-
gle. The triangle was studied by B. Pascal, although it had been described centuries
earlier by Chinese mathematician Yanghui (about 500 years earlier, in fact) and the
Persian astronomer-poet Omar Khayym. It is therefore known as the Yanghui triangle
in China [72].
With reference to Fig. 4.11 and by taking a cut (vertical dotted line) after the
right-most element of each combination subset, we notice that the concatenated num-
bers (left of the cut) can be found in the (m− 1)-subset, where the total number of
sub-combinations are shown in the squares. The cut can be taken from either extrema.
By concatenating the number of sub-combinations, appending a one to the front
and stacking it (while doing the same for the number of combinations for nv = 4), we
get
1 3 3 1
1 4 6 4 1,
which noticeably resembles Pascal’s triangle (Fig. 4.12).
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Figure 4.12: Pascal’s Triangle
The number of sub-combinations for nvCm is thus given by
nv−1Cm−1 (4.27)
The number of logical OR operations required by each n-subset (using the iterative
approach (solid line in Fig. 4.10)) is then
nv−1Cm−1 +
nvCm, (4.28)





The ’- -•- -’ line (Fig. 4.10) shows the difference in the number of operations
between both the approaches.
A percentile difference between the brute force approach versus that of the iterative
for nv = 10, nv = 100 and nv = 300 is shown in Figs. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 respectively.
Notice that the percentile savings increases dramatically as the number of jobs in a
given task (or tasks) increases, i.e., as nv increases.
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Figure 4.13: Percentile for nv = 10

















Figure 4.14: Percentile for nv = 100

















Figure 4.15: Percentile for nv = 300
Discussion
This algorithm checks for deadlock during system initiation - a state when none
of the jobs have been executed. If, however, one of the jobs would be executed
disregarding the condition, the system would be kick-started and continue operation
endlessly without deadlock. Take for example Fig. 4.8, if job 2 begins and completes,
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job 1 will be started followed by job 3 and a cyclic behaviour is produced even with
deadlock present.
For the general case of a manufacturing cell, each machine (executing a job) will
require a part processed by a preceding machine (executed by a prior job). If the
latter job is started disregarding the condition, that job will never complete since the
preceding job was never complete (it has not even started) to begin with. After a
fixed duration, a time out will occur signifying the incompletion of that job. This
scenario is thus well behaved.
For a robotic task however, each job may constitute a certain action that say, a
manipulator, has to perform. An example would be to wait for a signal defining the
presence of a bottle (job 1), pick and place the bottle (job 2) and press a button once
the bottle is placed (job 3). We include deadlock by introducing precedence relations
as seen in Fig. 4.8, i.e., job 1 ≺ job 2 ≺ job 3 ≺ job 1. Say for instance that job 2 is
executed without waiting for the signal (disregarding the condition), the bottle may
not be present but the actions of picking and placing will still be carried out (albeit
without the bottle) followed by the pressing of a button. Once done, the manipulator
now waits for the signal after which the entire process is repeated. The operation
then continues without deadlock even though deadlock was detected during system
initiation.
The matrix-based controller sees jobs as started, complete or deactivated. The
deadlock algorithm detects deadlock during the planning phase and not during task
execution. To overcome the described situations, additional external sensors should
be placed in the system to ensure the completion of each job. For the case of the
bottle, a signal will be present upon the manipulator experiencing the weight of a
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bottle or perhaps upon placing the bottle down. This then provokes the incompletion
of a job if the job is executed disregarding the conditions.
4.6 Simplifying the Matrix-based Equations
With the current set of equations ((3.18), (4.4), (4.7) and (4.9)), De Morgan’s law
played a prominent role by translating these equations into an apprehensible form.
The introduction of a different operator will aid the comprehension and implementa-
tion process by eliminating De Morgan’s theorem.
4.6.1 Selective AND operator (SAND)





















The application of the SAND operator (◦) begins with the selection followed by
the logical AND to matrices A and B and is shown as:
φn×1 = An×m ◦Bm×1, (4.30)
with φ as the output, i.e., φ= [φ1 φ2 ... φn]
T .
The selection portion is first presented. For any element aij in A and its corre-




bj if aij = 1
1 if aij = 0
(4.31)




αj i = 1, .., n (4.32)
with φi as the output.
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Figure 4.16: Selection operator
Figure 4.17: Derivation of the Selection operator depicted in a digital circuit
Representing the Selection mathematically
The method for producing the output for (4.31) can be depicted in Fig. 4.16 or a
digital circuit in Fig. 4.17 as the mathematical form is written as:
αj = (aij ∧ bj) ∨ (1 ∧ a¯ij) = (aij ∧ bj) ∨ a¯ij, (4.33)





(aij ∧ bj) ∨ a¯ij
]
i = 1, .., n (4.34)
For the case where i = 1, (4.34) would be:
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φ1 = ((a11 ∧ b1) ∨ a¯11) ∧ .. ∧ ((a1m ∧ bm) ∨ a¯1m)
The SAND operator has precedence over all other operators (unless the priority of
operands are discerned by parentheses) and will now be used in the matrix equations.
4.6.2 Simplified Equations
These matrix equations, while retaining their basic definitions, are now rewritten
as:
Discrete Event State Equation
x = Qv ◦ vc ∧Qr ◦ rd ∧Qu ◦ u ∧QD ◦ uD, (4.35)
Job Start Equation
vs = Sv ◦ x ∧Uv ◦ vc Uv(k,k) 6= 1 (4.36)
Resource Release Equation
rd = Sr ◦ x ∧Ur ◦ rc (4.37)
Task Output Equation
y = Sy ◦ x (4.38)
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 (x1 ∧ x3) ∧ 1x2 ∧ v1c





Job v3 will only be started (v3s = 1) iff conditions x3 and x4 are satisfied and job
v2 is complete (v2c = 1). Note that De Morgan’s law is now unneeded and the
mathematical process is simplified.
From the simulations, it was seen that once a job is complete, it remains in its
completed state forever. This presents an issue whereby all the conditions (governed
partly by the completion of a job) will always be satisfied. To revert the state of a job
from its completed state to its initial state, the job deactivation equation (in Section
4.6.3) was introduced. This would allow a job to be repeated if the task necessitates.
A subscript ’d’ indicates the ’deactivated’ state of a job. When vjd = 1, a job vj is in
the deactivated state. All jobs begin in their deactivated state.
4.6.3 Job Deactivation Equation
The equation indicating the deactivation of a job is:
vd = (I ∨Uv
T ) ◦ vc, (4.40)
where I is the identity matrix that ensures each job’s completion before it deactivates
and Uv
T the transpose of the job dependency matrix seen in (4.36).
Assume an arbitrary set of jobs (V):
V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}















0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0







































which can be read, for row 2 as follows: Job v1 can only be deactivated (v1d = 1) iff
itself, jobs v2 and v4 is complete, i.e., v1c = 1, v2c = 1 and v4c = 1 respectively.
4.6.4 New Job Start Equation
To incorporate the notion of a deactivated job, the job start equation (4.36) now
becomes:
vs = Sv ◦ x ∧Uv ◦ vc ∧ I ◦ vd Uv(k,k) 6= 1, (4.42)
where I is the identity matrix. Therefore, a job vj can now start iff the relevant
conditions are satisfied, a dependent job is complete and that job vj is deactivated.
The next section discusses the experiments that were carried out using the con-
troller and presents tasks consisting of jobs that are purely sequential in nature. Tasks
exhibiting parallelism (over multiple agents) are presented in the subsequent chapter.
For these experiments, the matrix-based controller (MBC) was situated on-board the
computer that controls the robot, i.e., a local system. The MBC for this case serves
to aid in the programming process and to automate a task in a matrix-based fashion.
4.7 Experiment 1: Pick and Place
A pick-and-place task [69, 70] was carried out with a PUMA 560 (Fig. 4.18), a
number of tools spread on a workbench and a vision module attached to the gripper
of the PUMA. After the tool has been decided upon by the vision algorithm, the
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PUMA will then proceed to pick up (or grasp) the object and place it at a specified
location. A video of this experiment can be found in http://guppy.mpe.nus.edu.
sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/Videos/PickAndPlace_Puma.MOV.
Task Sequence
The conceit of task planning begins with the decomposition of a task into a se-
quential series of elemental subtasks. Depicting a complete task as a series of subtasks
allows a task primitive to represent each subtask. A similar approach is seen in [73].
For example, to invert the robot arm, the InvertRobot primitive would be used. This
task primitive then represents a job and will be used in vector vc for the job sequenc-
ing matrix. The sequence and respective notations are shown in Table 4.1.
Resource Assignment
Before a job can be executed, it requires a particular resource(s). It is appropriate
to view each independent entity on the robot arm as a separate resource. Table 4.2
shows the resource assignment. Note that each resource is shared (cf. Section 3.2) by
all the 5 operations; the dispatching control will thus be present. Since the resources
Figure 4.18: PUMA with attached gripper and vision module
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Job Number Notation Description
1 IR Invert the robot arm
2 VM Connect to the vision module
3 G Grasp the object
4 ME Move the end-effector
5 OG Open the gripper
Table 4.1: Experiment 1: Puma Task Sequence
Resource ID Resource Required by
rc1 PUMA robot (PR) IR, Con, G, ME, OG
rc2 Gripper (GR) IR, Con, G, ME, OG
rc3 Camera (CAM) IR, Con, G, ME, OG
Table 4.2: Experiment 1: Puma Task Resource Assignment
are attached to one another, a resource that is currently carrying out a job must have
all the other resources with it. Therefore, the unused resource, albeit idle, cannot be
executing any other job and is deemed occupied. For example, if the PUMA were
to move to location A, the gripper and camera must move together and cannot be
carrying out any other job.
The set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signals (U), output signals (Y ), dispatch
control (UD) and conditions (X) is:
V = {IR, VM, G, ME, OG}




UD = {uD1 , uD2 , uD3 , uD4, uD5}
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}
With the presence of shared resources, the dispatch control set now caters to the
priority of resource usage by the jobs. Since 5 jobs are present (and hence 6 conditions
(cf. Section 3.4.1)), there should thus be 5 dispatch control signals. This priority is
assigned apriorily and only allows a single job to consume the resources that are now
mutually exclusive.
The vector of started jobs (vs) and used resources (rs) is:




The vector of completed jobs (vc) and idle resources (rc) is:




The vector of deactivated (vd) jobs and used resources (rd) is:




The initial PN marking is defined as:
mi=[PI IR VM G ME OG PRd GRd CAMd uD1 . . . uD5 PO]
T
mi=[1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]T ,
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Figure 4.19: Experiment 1: PN description of the task with initial marking
with the PN representation and its initial markings shown in Fig. 4.19. Each job
consists of three states - started, complete and deactivated. The details for place IR
is shown in Fig. 4.20. This figure contain transitions that are labelled ’x=true’ –
this represents a transition that is condition independent, i.e., once a place preceding
the transition possesses a token, a firing of that transition can occur as and when
required. Resource place ’rc1 rc2 rc3’ in Fig. 4.20 is representative of all resource
places in Fig. 4.19. When condition x1 is satisfied, job IR starts (a token in place ’IR
started’ (Fig. 4.20a). Once the job is complete, the succeeding transition then fires
resulting in a token in place ’IR complete’ (Fig. 4.20b). When complete, the next
transition fires and a token each becomes present in place ’rc1 rc2 rc3’ (Fig. 4.20c).





Figure 4.20: Experiment 1: Details for place IR
Matrix Model
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1 ∧ (PRd ∧GRd ∧ CAMd) ∧ PI ∧ uD1
IRc ∧ (PRd ∧GRd ∧ CAMd) ∧ 1 ∧ uD2
V Mc ∧ (PRd ∧GRd ∧ CAMd) ∧ 1 ∧ uD3
Gc ∧ (PRd ∧GRd ∧ CAMd) ∧ 1 ∧ uD4
MEc ∧ (PRd ∧GRd ∧ CAMd) ∧ 1 ∧ uD5
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x2 ∧ IRc ∧ V Md
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x4 ∧Gc ∧MEd
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 x6 ∧ 1 ∧ PRcx6 ∧ 1 ∧GRc
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PI IR VM G ME OG PRd GRd CAMd uD1 ..uD5 PO
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 00000 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 10000 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 01000 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 00100 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 00000 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 00010 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00000 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 00001 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 00000 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 00000 1
Table 4.3: Experiment 1: PN Markings for n = 12
























Note the sparseness of these matrices. Simulation results obtained from the matrix
model are shown in Table 4.3. Notice that the controller now awaits the presence of a
dispatch control signal (uDk , k = 1, .., 5) before enabling a job. Place PI has one token
signifying the start of the task. Places rc1, rc2 and rc3 have one token representing
the number of resources each. Once the task is complete, the resources are returned
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Figure 4.21: Experiment 1: Dispatch control
The dispatch control algorithm (Fig. 4.21) allows the dispatch of the resources
depending on the system’s current status. For instance, dispatch signal uD1 will only
be present iff there is a token each in resource places rc1, rc2 and rc3 and one token
in place PI (an input signal is present). Similarly, dispatch signal uD3 will only be
present iff there is a token each in resource places rc1, rc2 and rc3 and job VM is
complete (VMc=1). Dispatch control ensures that at any relevant instant of time,
only a single job utilizing the same resource can be started.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.22 where the solid lines are the jobs and the dashed
line resources with the respective jobs and resources labelled on the right vertical axis.
Each time a solid plot is triggered high (0 to 1), a job is said to have started. A job
is not in operation if the plot is low. Adversely, each time a dashed plot is triggered
low (1 to 0), a resource is in use. A resource is available if the plot is high. Once the
task is complete, a single token is returned to the resource places.
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Figure 4.22: Experiment 1: Activity of the jobs (solid lines) and resources (dashed
lines) vs. time
4.8 Experiment 2: SIMTech Advanced Manufacturing Fo-
rum (AMF)
This demo (Fig. 4.23) consists of a mobile manipulator equipped with a SICK
laser sensor, multiple obstacles (cylinders) and a board for spraying a star. The mobile
manipulator (MM) consists of a PA-10 mounted on a mobile base which was designed
and assembled as a collaborative project between the National University of Singapore
(NUS) and the Singapore Institute of Manufacturing Technology (SIMTech).
The MM was engaged to move to location A where a token will be passed to it.
Once the token is received, the MM navigates through some obstacles. Subsequently,
it moves to location B allowing the insertion of the token into a slot. Upon successful
entry, a user then attaches a spraying mechanism to the MM’s gripper. A star will
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Figure 4.23: Experiment 2: Depiction of the task
then be sprayed at location C. The video can be seen from http://guppy.mpe.nus.
edu.sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/Videos/SIMTechAMF.mpg.
Task Sequence
Goal-based decomposition of the task implies a description of the jobs, which
consists of a composition of transition functions. The jobs, labelled enumeratively
(v1,..,v5), are:
1. MM at Location A, invert arm, open gripper
2. MM at Location A, obtain token, move to Location B
3. MM at Location B, deposit the token
4. MM at Location B, move to Location C




The jobs with its respective resources are listed in Table 4.4.
Resource ID Resource Required by
r1 Mobile manipulator v1, v2, v3, v4, v5
r2 Token v2
r3 Spraying mechanism v5
Table 4.4: Experiment 2: AMF Demo Resource Assignment
The set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signals (U), output signals (Y ), dispatch
control (UD) and conditions (X) is:
V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}
R = {r1, r2, r3}
U = {u1}
Y = {y1}
UD = {uD1 , uD2 , uD3 , uD4, uD5}
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}
With the presence of shared resources, the dispatch control set now caters to the
priority of resource usage by the jobs. Since 5 jobs are present, there should thus be
5 dispatch control signals. This priority is assigned apriorily and only allows a single
job to consume the resources that are now mutually exclusive.
The vector of started jobs (vs) and used resources (rs) is:
vs=[v1s v2s v3s v4s v5s ]
T
rs=[r1s r2s r3s ]
T
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The vector of completed jobs (vc) and idle resources (rc) is:




The vector of deactivated jobs (vd) and released resources (rd) is:
vd = [v1d v2d v3d v4d v5d ]
T
rd=[r1d r2d r3d ]
T
The initial PN marking is defined as:
mi=[u1 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 r1d r2d r3d uD1 . . . uD5 y1]
T
mi=[1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0]T ,
with the PN representation and its initial markings shown in Fig. 4.24. Each job
consists of three states - started, complete and deactivated. A similar discussion for
each job place can be viewed in Section 4.7. A detailed version of Fig. 4.24 (with its
initial marking) including the started (vs) and completed states (vc) but excluding
the resource and dispatch signals is shown in Fig. 4.25. Once condition x1 is satisfied
(x1=1), job v1 is started (v1s=1; place v1s now possesses a token). Once the job is
complete, place v1c becomes marked (v1c=1). Fig. 4.25 depicts the enabling and
completion of each job in its entirety. A similar Petri net can be obtained for the
resources and is shown in Fig. 4.26. Figs. 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 contain transitions that
are labelled ’x=true’ – this represents a transition that is condition independent, i.e.,
once a place preceding the transition possesses a token, a firing of that transition can
occur as and when required.
Fig. 4.26(a) depicts the initial availability of the resource r1 (r1s=1) which will be
consumed or used to execute a job when either conditions x1, x2, x3 or x4 are satisfied.
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Once the job is done, resource r1 becomes idle (r1c=1) and is instantaneously released
thus becoming available. Similar accounts are used to describe Figs. 4.26(b) and
4.26(c).
A PN representation for job deactivation is depicted in Fig. 4.27. A short descrip-
tion for deactivating job v1 is presented: Once jobs v1 and v2 are complete (v1c=1
and v2c=1), places v1c and v2c will possess a token. The transition will fire only when
both the preceding places are marked. When both these places are marked, place v1d
will now possess a token signifying the deactivation of job v1 (v1d=1).
Figure 4.24: Experiment 2: PN description of the task with initial marking
Figure 4.25: Experiment 2: PN description of the job places
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.26: Experiment 2: PN description of the resource places
Figure 4.27: Experiment 2: PN description of job deactivation
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Matrix Model
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Simulation results obtained from the matrix model are shown in Table 4.5. The
dispatch control values are composed. Notice that the controller now awaits the
presence of a dispatch control signal (uDk , k = 1, .., 5) before enabling a job. Place
u1 has one token signifying the start of the task. Places r1, r2 and r3 have one token
each.
For this matrix model, notice that after resource r2 is used, it is returned at row 9
(and not at task completion), i.e., when condition x4 is satisfied. This same condition
enables job v4. Once the task is complete, resources r1 and r3 are returned while
place y1 receives one token signifying the completion and feasibility of the modelled
task.
The dispatch control algorithm (Fig. 4.28) allows the dispatch of the resources
depending on the system’s current status. For instance, dispatch signal uD1 will only
be present iff there is a token in resource place r1 and one token in place u1 (an input
signal is present). Similarly, dispatch signal uD3 will only be present iff there is a token
in resource place r1 and one token in place v2c (job v2 is complete (v2c=1)). Dispatch
control ensures that at any relevant instant of time, only a single job utilizing the
same resource can be started.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.29 where the solid lines are the jobs and the dashed
line resources with the respective jobs and resources labelled on the right vertical
axis. Each time a solid plot is triggered high (0 to 1), a job is said to have started.
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Row u1 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 r1d r2d r3d uD1 ..uD5 y1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 00000 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 10000 0
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 00000 0
4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 01000 0
5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 00000 0
6 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 00100 0
7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 00000 0
8 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 00010 0
9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 00000 0
10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 00001 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 00000 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 00000 1
Table 4.5: Experiment 2: PN Markings for n = 12
A job is not in operation if the plot is low. Adversely, each time a dashed plot is
triggered low (1 to 0), a resource is in use. A resource is available if the plot is high.
Notice that resource r2 is returned upon the completion of job v3. Once the task is
complete, a single token is returned to resource places r1 and r3.
4.9 Experiment 3: Door Opening
Door opening (Fig. 4.30) was performed on a manipulator (PA-10) equipped with
a force sensor. This demo demonstrates force and motion control on the robotic arm
exhibiting compliant motion. The details of such a primitive is discussed in Section
6.6.
The task first begins with the grasping of the door handle after which a rota-
tion of the manipulator wrist in a clockwise direction is performed. When a certain

















Figure 4.28: Experiment 2: Dispatch control





















Figure 4.29: Experiment 2: Activity of the jobs (solid lines) and resources (dashed
lines) vs. time
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Figure 4.30: Experiment 3: Door opening task
unlatched. A compliant motion primitive is then used to open the door. A video of
this experiment can be found in http://guppy.mpe.nus.edu.sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/
Videos/DoorOpening.avi.
Door opening in itself is a task that has been demonstrated time and again in the
robotics community. The experiment performed in this section merely displays the
usage of the matrix-based supervisory controller without producing the complexities
involved. More advanced door opening strategies (using a mobile manipulator) have
already been documented and can be viewed in [74].
Task Sequence
The jobs, labelled in an enumerative fashion (v1, .., v3), are:
1. Grasp the door handle
2. Rotate the wrist until the force threshold is exceeded
3. Pull open the door
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Resource Assignment
The jobs with its respective resources are listed in Table 4.6.
Resource ID Resource Required by
r1 Mobile manipulator v1, v2, v3
Table 4.6: Experiment 3: Door Opening Resource Assignment
The set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signals (U), output signals (Y ), dispatch
control (UD) and conditions (X) is:




UD = {uD1 , uD2 , uD3}
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4}
With the presence of shared resources, the dispatch control set now caters to the
priority of resource usage by the jobs. Since 3 jobs are present, there should thus be
3 dispatch control signals. This priority is assigned apriorily and only allows a single
job to consume the resource that is now mutually exclusive.
The vector of started jobs (vs) and used resources (rs) is:





The vector of completed jobs (vc) and idle resources (rc) is:




The vector of deactivated jobs (vd) and released resources (rd) is:




The initial PN marking is defined as:
mi=[u1 v1 v2 v3 r1d uD1 . . . uD3 y1]
T
mi=[1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0]T ,
with the PN representation and its initial markings shown in Fig. 4.31. Each job
consists of three states - started, complete and deactivated. A similar discussion
for the details job places, resource places and job deactivation can be viewed in the
previous sections.
Matrix Model















































Figure 4.31: Experiment 3: PN description of the task with initial marking
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 ∧ [ I1×1 ] ◦ [ r1c ] (4.55)




































Row u1 v1 v2 v3 r1d uD1 ..uD3 y1
1 1 0 0 0 1 000 0
2 1 0 0 0 1 100 0
3 0 1 0 0 0 000 0
4 0 1 0 0 1 010 0
5 0 0 1 0 0 000 0
6 0 0 1 0 1 001 0
7 0 0 0 1 0 000 0
8 0 0 0 0 1 000 1
Table 4.7: Experiment 3: PN Markings for n = 8
Simulation results obtained from the matrix model are shown in Table 4.7. The
dispatch control values are composed. Notice that the controller now awaits the
presence of a dispatch control signal (uDk , k = 1, .., 3) before enabling a job. Place u1
has one token signifying the start of the task. Place r1 has one token. Once the task
is complete, resource r1 is returned while place y1 receives one token signifying the
completion and feasibility of the modelled task.
The rules for the dispatch control algorithm are synonymous to that of the previous
two experiments and will not be described here. The result is shown in Fig. 4.32
where the solid lines are the jobs and the dashed line resources with the respective jobs
and resources labelled on the right vertical axis. Each time a solid plot is triggered
high (0 to 1), a job is said to have started. A job is not in operation if the plot is low.
Adversely, each time the dashed plot is triggered low (1 to 0), a resource is in use. A
resource is available if the plot is high. Once the task is complete, a single token is
returned to resource place r1.
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Figure 4.32: Experiment 3: Activity of the jobs (solid lines) and resources (dashed
lines) vs. time
4.10 Issues - Cyclic Behaviour
The nature of these experiments so far require that the task be executed only
once. A valuable asset would be to have the resources perform a task in a cyclic
manner, i.e., for a task that has to be executed repeatedly – the pick and place task
(Section 4.7) is a prime example.
The MBC requires that a user defines the initial markings m. From these mark-
ings, an input signals u is used to begin execution of the task. Once the task is
complete, an output signal y will emerge. These transitions can be viewed in Tables
4.3, 4.5 and 4.7. To perform these tasks, the controller simply computes the presence
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of a vector of input signals u by:
ui+1 = ui, (4.58)
where ui and ui+1 is the input signal at discrete time i and the next time instant
i + 1. Via the Petri net transition equation, ui, initialized to ’1’ at i = 0, diminishes
with time. Therefore, once ui = 0, ui+1 = 0. Repeating the task now requires the
presence of another input signal.
To obtain a cyclic behaviour of the task, a relationship between the input and
output signal is required. The following equation is thus introduced to obtain this
much needed addition:
ui+1 = ui ∨ yi, (4.59)
where ui and yi is the vector of input and output signals at discrete time i respectively.
Once a task ends, ui = 0 and yi = 1 resulting in ui+1 = 1. Another input signal
is now present and the task can be repeated. A cyclic nature of the task is thus
obtained. To stop the cyclic task, we artificially force the vector of input signals ui+1
to their 0 value.
A reproduction of the Petri net representation for a cyclic pick and place task is
shown in Fig. 4.33. Notice the presence of an arc from place PO to place PI.
4.11 Conclusion
With the extensions described in this chapter, the matrix-based supervisory con-
troller is now absolved of the issue of conditions that transpired from the original
model. The main contribution here lies in the addition of the latter components in
the job start equation (cf. Section 4.3.1), resource release equation (cf. Section 4.3.2),
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Figure 4.33: Cyclic behaviour of the pick and place task (from Section 4.7). Notice
the presence of an arc from place PO to place PI.
the introduction of the job deactivation equation (cf. Section 4.6.3) and the new job
start equation incorporating the deactivated state of a job (cf. Section 4.6.4). In
addition, cyclic behaviour of a task is warranted by the advent of (4.59) in Section
4.10.
By introducing the job dependency matrix (cf. Section 4.4), a visceral approach
to the coordination of jobs on a local and global scale was presented. Incident to that,
a method for detecting deadlock was also developed to resolve this issue in a given
plan. The algorithm (cf. Section 4.5) allows a cyclic check for all possible situations,
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in terms of jobs, that would render the controller defunct. A computationally efficient
manner for detecting deadlock was also developed.
To aid the comprehension of the matrix model, a simplification process (cf. Section
4.6) was presented by redefining the mathematical operators thus eliminating the
need for De Morgan’s theorem. This procedure aids the implementation process of
the equations.
A set of experiments (cf. Sections 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9) that utilizes a single embodied
agent employing the matrix-based controller (MBC) was presented and discussed. For
these experiments, the MBC was situated on-board a local computer that controls
the robot. The MBC for this case serves to aid in the programming process and to
automate a task in a matrix-based fashion. The PNs for these tasks are said to be
pure since it has no self-loops and are also ordinary since all of its arc weights are 1’s.
The next chapter discusses the nature of parallelism in tasks over multiple agents




As of the previous chapter, the experiments shown catered to single embodied
agent systems (one robot) executing a task in a cognitive sequence of jobs via an on-
board supervisory controller. A task, however, can consist of multiple agents working
in a coordinated manner thus contributing collectively to a certain goal. An example
would be when multiple robots transport parts to a single/multiple manipulator(s)
for shelving. The idea is based on the fact that the process of solving a problem
usually can be divided into smaller tasks, which may be carried out simultaneously
with some coordination.
Parallelism is a situation that occurs frequently in many systems and the matrix-
based supervisory controller should cater to such a need. This chapter introduces
the matrix-based framework (MBF) which employs the controller in a centralized
fashion. It is seen that the MBF greatly caters to the coordination of tasks over
multiple agents. Since it acts as a central depository for the overall systems state, a
form of information transmission between the MBF and the agents must be present.
This chapter will present the framework and a look into how the system caters to
parallelism in tasks. Subsequently, experimental results will follow.
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5.1 The Client/Server Architecture: A Brief Background
The term client/server was first used in the 1980s in reference to personal comput-
ers (PCs) connected over a local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN).
Throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s, client/server was the hot buzzword as
applications were migrated from centralized minicomputers and mainframes to net-
works of desktop computers. As opposed to a centralized, mainframe, time sharing
computing, this architecture represents itself to be a versatile, message-based and
modular infrastructure [75]. A client is defined as a requester of services and a server
is defined as the provider of services.
5.2 MBF: Master/Slave Architecture
Our communication mechanism can generally be classified under the two-tier ar-
chitecture [76] since processing is mainly done in the server. The MBF however has
clients that do not request for services but instead waits for instructions from it which
in turn provides these instructions at a suitable instant of time. The MBF in itself is
more suitably called a two-tier master/slave architecture. A simple two-tier model is
shown in Fig. 5.1.
By expanding the model to multiple agents, the system now assumes a star topog-
raphy or star network (Fig. 5.2) with the high level job coordinator (HLJC) at the
center and the agents surrounding it (the former represents the master and the latter
the slaves). Connections are created using the transmission control protocol (TCP)
over which they can exchange data. A detailed diagram of the MBFs master/slave
architecture is shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.1: Two-tier Master/Slave Architec-
ture
Figure 5.2: Star Network
The slaves represent the different embodied agents that are connected to the
master. By being connected, slaves will now be able to receive instructions concerning
which job to execute and report their status back to the master, i.e., when a slave
has started its job and when its job is completed.
The master is governed by the matrix-based controller. Masters, depending on the
current specified conditions, determine when a slave should be in operation. Reports
from slaves are first sent to a buffer labelled ’FIFO’ (First In First Out) after which
each message is read in that order. This information is used in the matrix computation
and dictates the next started job and released resource. Information obtained from
slaves are stored in another buffer labelled ’Database’ and is used to keep track of
the current state of the entire task in terms of started jobs, completed jobs and
deactivated jobs, released resources and used resources at any instant of time. This
provides a history list for the on-goings of a task.
Connections and Packets
A connection between the slaves and the master is created upon the presence of
a local network and is initiated by the user on each of the relevant slaves present.
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Figure 5.3: Matrix-based Framework
This process can be automated by allowing each slave to connect independently to
a specified network. Whenever a slave connects to the master, the master spawns a
parallel process (multithreading) for that slave and designates a unique ID to it - a
communication channel is thus created. This allows the master to distinguish between
the various slaves and more importantly, since each of these processes are parallel
processes, permits the master to simultaneously (from a single processors point of
view) send information to it. Information sent from the master to a slave and vice
versa is called a packet with its contents described in Table 5.1. This information,
from the MBC’s viewpoint, is sufficient to monitor the system in terms of jobs and
resources. If a finer granularity of data is needed, additional information can simply
be appended to the packet.
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Packet Data Description Packet Set by
IP address (master) Master IP address M
IP address (slave) Slave IP address S
Subtask number Subtask number M
Job number Job number within a specified subtask M
Job to enable Enables a specified job (1 = enabled) M
Job started Notification of a started job (1 = started) S
Job completed Notification of a completed job (1 = completed) S
Error Type The error type S
Table 5.1: Packet Information: ’M’ - set by master, ’S’ - set by slave
Fig. 5.4 depicts the flow of the MBF. The threshold defined in the chart is an
arbitrarily defined value and is used to re-initialize the parameters needed for the
computation. The current list of started and completed jobs however are preserved.
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 are parallel processes that monitor the flow of information and
updates the completed jobs list respectively. These three figures depict the MBF
in its entirety. Once a job is started, an event (a member of a class or structure
that sends notifications of a change) is set which triggers the exchange of information
between the master and the slave. Upon completion, the semaphore is released. With
this release, the set of completed jobs is updated.
Recapitulate that a subtask resides in a single slave and is decomposed into a
sequence of jobs. Multiple slaves equate to multiple subtasks which when viewed
collectively, executes a specific task in a coordinated fashion. Note that multiple
slaves can also execute its subtasks in a purely independent fashion (uncoordinated).
This merely suggests that the slaves have a specific, individual goal to achieve that
may or may not contribute to the global objective.
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Figure 5.4: MBF Flowchart
The master decides which subtask and which job in that subtask needs to be
performed at an instant of time and sends a packet to the relevant slave. Therefore,
the master enables a specific job in a subtask. Once a slave executes the job, it sends a
packet to the server notifying its commencement and upon completion, sends another
packet. In the event of an error, the error type (cf. Section 7.4) is transmitted to the
server after which it waits for further instructions from the master. This bidirectional
transfer of information allows the MBF to monitor the current state of the system.
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Figure 5.5: A process that monitors
packet flow
Figure 5.6: A process that updates the com-
pleted jobs list
5.3 Using the Framework
We begin by explicitly defining the task in terms of subtasks and which slave
each subtask is assigned to. Subsequently, a subtask is further divided into jobs and
dictates a slave’s duty. Once the relation between the jobs and the slaves is mapped,
the Q matrices can now be produced:
1. Qv for the sequence of jobs
2. Qr for the slaves (resources) required by the corresponding jobs
3. Qu for the input signals required to trigger the initial job of each subtask and
4. Qd to assign priority to shared slaves
The S matrices can now be defined according to the conditions x:
1. Sv to start the jobs when a relevant condition(s) is(are) satisfied
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Figure 5.7: ER1 (left) and ER2 with a mounted delivery plate
2. Sr to release a resource when a relevant condition(s) is(are) satisfied
3. Sy to end the task when a relevant condition(s) is(are) satisfied
Upon completing these matrices, the job dependency matrix (Uv) comes into play
to coordinate the slaves in a task. This is best described by an experimental example.
5.4 MBF Example
This example includes two mobile robots, an ER1 and an ER2 (Fig. 5.7) both
of which will traverse a path depicting a square, circle and a triangle in this order.
Hence, there are 3 jobs each (Table 5.2). Their jobs will be coordinated via the Uv
matrix.
The set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signal (U), output signal (Y ), dispatch
controls (UD) and conditions (X) is:
V = {v11, v12, v13, v21, v22, v23}




UD = {uD11 , uD12 , uD13 , uD21 , uD22 , uD23}
X = {x11, x12, x13, x14, x21, x22, x23, x24},
where uDkj defines the dispatch control for job j in subtask k and x11 − x14 represent
the conditions for subtask 1 and x21 − x24 for subtask 2. Recapitulate that the last
condition for each subtask signifies subtask completion. The number of conditions
equate to the number of jobs per task plus one (cf. 3.4.1).
The vector of started jobs (vs) and used resources (rs) is:




The vector of completed jobs (vc) and idle resources (rc) is:




The vector of deactivated jobs (vd) and released resources (rd) is:
vd=[v11d v12d v13d v21d v22d v23d]
T
Resource Resource Notation Job Notation Description
r1 v11 Square
ER1 r1 v12 Circle
r1 v13 Triangle
r2 v21 Square
ER2 r2 v22 Circle
r2 v23 Triangle




The initial PN marking is defined as:
mk=[u1 v11 v12 v13 v21 v22 v23 r1c r2c uD11 . . . uD23 y1]
T
mk=[1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]
T
The framework requires that the user define each of the Q and S matrices. These
matrices will be defined according to Table 5.2.
5.4.1 Q matrices
(4.35) will be re-written as:
x = xv ∧ xr ∧ xu ∧ xuD , (5.1)
where
xv = Qv ◦ vc (5.2)
xr = Qr ◦ rd (5.3)
xu = Qu ◦ u (5.4)
















0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0




























































































1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
















A job dependency matrix (cf. Section 4.4) can be seen to consist of blocks. Fig.
5.8 shows an example in which Uv has 4 tasks with the blocks labelled from left to
right beginning with the upper most left hand blocks.
Diagonal blocks (1, 6, 11 and 16) define the intra-task dependencies. Each of
the blocks viewed row-wise defines a tasks’ dependency on another task (inter-task
dependencies). For instance, inter-task dependencies for Task 1 are found in blocks
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Figure 5.8: Uv blocks
2, 3 and 4 and Task 4’s inter-task dependencies are found in blocks 13, 14 and 15.
Four cases of inter-task dependencies will now be presented based on Section 5.4.
By simply defining the Uv matrix, different set of behaviours are obtained and will
be exemplified next. The cases cater to two mobile robots (Fig. 5.7) executing two
subtasks (one per robot). Uv will thus have 4 blocks. (NB: The task is for both the
robots to trace out a square, circle and triangle.) The video of the following cases,










5.4.3 Case 1: No dependencies between subtasks







This produces a situation (Fig. 5.9) where neither of the tasks are dependent on
each other. Each pulse represents a started job. Notice that the jobs are executed in
parallel. The duration to traverse a square, circle and triangle is approximately 30,





Figure 5.9: Case 1: No dependencies
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5.4.4 Case 2: Subtask 1 dependent on Subtask 2




0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0




This produces a situation (Figs. 5.10 and 5.11) where v11 is started (v11s = 1) iff
v21 is complete (v21c = 1), v12 is started iff v22 is complete and v13 is started iff v23
is complete. Hereon, values in the generated digraphs represent the numbers of the
enumerated jobs, e.g., 1=v11, 2=v12, 4=v21 and so on.
Figure 5.10: Case 2: Subtask 1 dependent on Subtask 2 Figure 5.11: Case 2:
Generated digraph
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5.4.5 Case 3: Subtask 2 dependent on Subtask 1




0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0




This produces a situation (Fig. 5.12 and 5.13) where v21 is started (v21s = 1) iff
v11 is complete (v11c = 1), v22 is started iff v12 is complete and v23 is started iff v13 is
complete.
Figure 5.12: Case 3: Subtask 2 dependent on Subtask 1 Figure 5.13: Case 3:
Generated digraph
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5.4.6 Case 4: Hard Sequential




0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0




This produces a situation (Figs. 5.14 and 5.15) where v11 begins followed by v21,
then v12 followed by v22 and finally v13 followed by v23.
Figure 5.14: Case 4: Hard sequential
Figure 5.15: Case 4:
Generated digraph
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Similar experiments described above was also carried out with the Roomba (http:
//www.irobot.com/) (Fig. 5.16) and the
1. Webots simulator (http://www.cyberbotics.com/),
2. ER robots (http://www.evolution.com/) and the
3. PA-10,
achieving good results. A description of these experiments will not be discussed.
It is worth mentioning however that the MBF relays information to the Roomba
over a bluetooth communication and to the other robots via a TCP network. A
pick and place task utilizing the Roomba and PA-10 was also simulated. This
video can be viewed in http://guppy.mpe.nus.edu.sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/Videos/
RoombaPA-10_SimulatedTask.AVI. A list of Roomba primitives is found in Appendix
B.
Figure 5.16: Roomba (from iRobot)
A coordinated complex task utilizing the framework will now be presented.
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5.5 Task 1
An environment consisting of a static manipulator (PA-10) equipped with a force
sensor and mobile robots ER1 and ER2 (Fig. 5.7) was setup with the notion of
allowing both the mobile robots to deliver a part each to the PA-10. The manipulator
will then pick up the part from a mobile robot and place it on a workbench simulating
the act of assembly. The force sensor is used to regulate the downward force of the
gripper upon impact on the mobile robots delivery table. Multiple agents are now
present and some form of coordination should ensue.
The task (Fig. 5.17) begins with ER2 (at location A) making its way to location
B allowing its load (yellow (light-coloured) block) to be retrieved by the PA-10 after
which ER2 returns to location A. Similarly, ER1 (at location C) makes its way to
location D and returns to location C after its load (red (dark-coloured) block) is
retrieved. Three subtasks are thus present, one each for the PA-10, ER2 and ER1
which collectively executes the overall task. The video can be viewed in http://
guppy.mpe.nus.edu.sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/Videos/Multirobot_Task1.avi.
Task Sequence and Resource Assignment
With the current framework, we simply plan the jobs (Tables 5.3 and 5.4) for each
of the subtasks individually.
The set of jobs (V), resources (R), input signals (U), output signals (Y ) and
conditions (X) are thus defined as:
V = {v11, v12, v13, v14, v15, v21, v22, v23, v31, v32, v33}
R = {r1, r2, r3}
U = {u1, u2, u3}
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Figure 5.17: Task 1
Resource Resource Notation Job Notation Description
r1 v11 Pick up object 1 from ER2
r1 v12 Place object 1 on workbench
PA-10 r1 v13 Pick up object 2 from ER1
r1 v14 Place object 2 on workbench
r1 v15 Invert
Table 5.3: Task 1: Subtask 1 (PA-10)
Y = {y1, y2, y3}
X = {x11, x12, x13, x14, x15, x16, x21, x22, x23, x24, x31, x32, x33, x34},
The initial PN marking is defined as:
mi=[u1 u2 u3 v11. . . v15 v21. . . v23 v31. . . v33 r1d r2d r3d y1 y2 y3]
T
mi=[1 1 1 00000 000 000 1 1 1 0 0 0]T ,
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Resource Resource Notation Job Notation Description
r2 v21 Move to location B
ER2 r2 v22 Turn on the spot
r2 v23 Move to location A
r3 v31 Move to location D
ER1 r3 v32 Turn on the spot
r3 v33 Move to location C
Table 5.4: Task 1: Subtask 2 (ER2) and Subtask 3 (ER1)
where the input signals, u1, u2 and u3, are used to trigger the starting of each subtask.
Figure 5.18 shows the initial markings with the exclusion of the resource places and
the inclusion of the job dependencies. A detailed PN representation of the task
depicting the states of the jobs and its dependencies is shown in Fig. 5.19. Note that
this task is cyclic. Job deactivation is depicted in Fig. 5.20.
Matrix Model
Subsequent to planning the task, the values of matrices Q and S are now added
into the matrix equations.
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Figure 5.18: PN description of Task 1 with initial markings excluding the resource
places. The appended ’c’ denotes a completed job
Figure 5.19: Job dependencies for Task 1. The appended ’c’ denotes a completed




































Figure 5.20: Job deactivation for Task 1
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0























































































1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

























0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
















































 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0






















































0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0





























 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0






















Notice again the spareness of these matrices. To limit the repeated activation of
jobs, the user is required to insert the required information into the database. This
information should contain the numerated value each job can be executed. For the
repetition of tasks, the numerated value of each task is inserted. The database in the
MBF plays a substantial role in the execution of jobs in a task.
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Job Dependencies
The subtask coordination described is achieved by filling up the job dependency




0 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 0 | 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
− − − − − − − − − − − − −
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 1 0 | 0 0 0
− − − − − − − − − − − − −
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 1 0 | 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 1 0 0




Diagonal blocks represent intra-task dependencies while the upper and lower trian-
gular inter-task dependencies (cf. Section 5.4.2). Notice that v21 is absent of depen-
dencies; this allows ER2 to move first. Note also the spareness of this matrix. The
inter-task dependencies (Fig. 5.18) are:
· subtask 1 on subtasks 2 and 3 (v11 and v13 can only be started if v21 and v31 is
complete respectively)
· subtask 2 on subtask 1 (v22 can only be started if v11 is complete)
· subtask 3 on subtasks 1 and 2 (v31 and v32 can only be started if v22 and v13 is
complete respectively)
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.21. Dependencies correspond exactly
with the Uv definition. Each job in a subtask is executed according to its precedence
relation obtained from the matrix model. If we imagine a vertical line in the plot,
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Figure 5.21: Task 1: Activity plot of the jobs vs. time
and if there is more than one pulse in that line, this represents the parallel execution
of a job.
Precedence relations for both the mobile robots are strictly adhered to. For the
PA-10, however, the jobs for picking up objects from either ER2 or ER1 are subject to
question. Is it possible that, if ER1 approaches its pick-up location first, the controller
will compute an outcome such that PA-10 retrieves ER1’s object? By manipulating




The MBF in itself is governed solely by the Q and S matrices. In order to achieve
a scenario such as the above, a slight manipulation of the Qv matrix is required while
maintaining all the other components. A video of this task can be found in http:
//guppy.mpe.nus.edu.sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/Videos/Multirobot_Task2.avi.
Matrix Model
The matrices that govern the execution of the task maintains its contents with
the exception of the job sequencing matrix Qv. Only the corresponding component
is shown in (5.20). Notice the difference in rows 3 and 5. Figure 5.22 shows the
initial markings with the exclusion of the resource places and the inclusion of the job






















0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0




















By a simple redefinition of Qv (changes in rows 3 and 5), the structure of the
PA-10 PN has now changed. This now allows either jobs v11 or v13 to be started
depending on which mobile robot arrives first. Condition x15 is satisfied iff jobs v12
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Figure 5.22: PN description of Task 2 with initial markings excluding the resource
places. The appended ’c’ denotes a completed job
and v14 are complete. Simply said, the order of arrival for either of the mobile robots
is now irrelevant to the PA-10.
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Job Dependencies




0 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 0 | 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
− − − − − − − − − − − − −
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 1 0 | 0 0 0
− − − − − − − − − − − − −
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 | 0 0 0 | 1 0 0




Notice that v31 is absent of dependencies; this allows ER1 to move first. The inter-
task dependencies (Fig. 5.22) are:
· subtask 1 on subtasks 2 and 3 (v11 and v13 can only be started if v21 and v31 is
complete respectively)
· subtask 2 on subtasks 1 and 3 (v21 and v22 can only be started if v32 and v11 is
complete respectively)
· subtask 3 on subtask 1 (v32 can only be started if v13 is complete)
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5.23. Numbers in the PA-10 plot
depict which job is executed at an instant of time. The sequence of jobs for PA-10 is
3 and 4 followed by 1 and 2 and finally 5.
Digraph of the Tasks
A generated deadlock-free digraph (from the deadlock algorithm) of both Task 1’s






Figure 5.23: Task 2: Activity plot of the jobs vs. time
an easy comparison between the task differences. The jobs are labelled enumeratively,
i.e., from 1 to 11.
5.7 MBF vs. Scheduling - The distinction
Task planning in the case of the MBF, to this point, may be superficially perceived
as a class of scheduling. A sequent thought that naturally follows lies in whether the
well-defined problem of scheduling with its abundant research and algorithms will aid
in our notion of robotic task planning. An argument that distinguishes the differences
will ensue.
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Figure 5.24: Digraph of Task 1’s job
dependency matrix
Figure 5.25: Digraph of Task 2’s job
dependency matrix
Scheduling problems are usually characterized by three sets:
· set J = {J1, J2, ..., Jn} of n jobs
· set P = {P1, P2, ..., Pm} of m processors (machines) and
· set R = {R1, R2, ..., Rs} of s resources
Scheduling can be loosely described as a means to assign processors from P and
(possibly) resources from R to jobs from J in order to complete all jobs under the
imposed constraints. Processors may either be performing the same functions or
specialized (or dedicated) for the execution of certain jobs. We are mainly concerned
with the latter since each processor or resource (or robot) can only perform a function
based only on its capabilities.
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In the case of dedicated processors, three models of processing sets have been
defined: flow shop, open shop and job shop [77]. These models assume a job which is
subdivided into tasks whereas the MBF assumes otherwise (our classification is con-
sistent with that of robotic systems as can be seen in [78]). The following discussion
employs the latter definition: A task Tj is divided into nj jobs, J1j , J2j, ..., Jnj, and
two adjacent jobs are to be performed on different processors. A set of tasks will be
denoted by T .
In an open shop, the number of jobs is the same for each task and is equal to m,
i.e., nj = m, j = 1, 2, ..., n. Moreover, J1j should be processed on P1, J2j on P2, etc.
A similar situation is found in a flow shop but in addition, the processing of Ji−1j
should precede that of Jij for all i and j. In a job shop system, the number nj is
arbitrary [77].
For these three models, there are several constraints among tasks and machines:
1. there are no precedence constraints among jobs of different tasks
2. jobs cannot be interrupted (non-preemption) and each machine can handle only
one task at a time
3. each task can be performed only on one machine at a time
These constraints must be adhered to in order for the scheduling to be polynomially
solvable.
The similarities between the MBF and scheduling algorithms lie in the fact that
jobs are assigned to processors that require resources to execute it. Similar constraints
are also present with the exception of constraint (1) in that precedence relations
among jobs of different tasks can be present. Unlike the shops, jobs in our tasks
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can be processed on any relevant machine and need not be constrained to machine 1
for job 1, machine 2 for job 2 etc. The processing of job i − 1 as well may or may
not precede job i. This is task specific. With the added constraints, the notion of
scheduling for such a task may still be possible but perhaps with an increased degree
in hardness.
5.8 Conclusion
A master/slave architecture was developed allowing the matrix-based controller
to now cater to multiple robots executing both subtasks in sequence and more im-
portantly, in parallel. The essence of the data packets sent from the master to the
slave and back contain information on state of a current slave (Section 5.2).
The amelioration of the matrix-based approach is seen with the presence of the
job dependency matrix (Section 5.4.2) as it allows a user to intuitively coordinate jobs
over multiple tasks as evident in the examples. This approach requires the definition
of the Q and S matrices which in effect, describes the entire task.
As of this point, the notion of a task and a job has only been implicitly defined
due to the focus being centered on the matrix-based controller and its development
into a programming framework. The framework is a high level interface that allows
the execution of jobs. How a job is executed is transparent to it, i.e., the MBF only
issues the commands to start a job and is detached about how it starts.
Jobs are a paramount component of the framework and characterizes how an agent
behaves. An explicit analysis of jobs is thus mandatory. The next chapter introduces




Given a task, a goal-means decomposition is employed to cognitively break down
this task into a series of ordered jobs which when executed completely (by either
an agent or a set of agents), achieves that given task. A job is basically an action
or rather a set of actions depending on its granularity; a job can be for example,
to follow a target (which constitutes multiple actions) or simply to move straight (a
single action). These actions are what we term primitives. Primitives can be loosely
seen as an action that brings an agent from one state to another.
Defining a primitive however is a non-trivial issue. A general classification was
proposed by Arkin [79] which distinguishes them into basic and composite classes.
This distinction clearly defines which realm a primitive belongs to and serves as an
advantageous rudiment to this chapter.
There has not been however an explicit attempt to define the constituents of
these primitive classes. The aim here is thus to formally define, in terms of transition
functions [37, 50], the primitives that belong to these classes allowing it to be purely
discernible. With the necessities of primitives absolved, a library can be constructed
allowing a user to mix and match the defined primitives allowing the construction of
a job.
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To fathom the theoretical description behind transition functions, one needs to
pursue an in-depth study into its development. This chapter will provide an intro-
duction into transition functions wherever necessary. Note that this introduction will
be purely an extraction of the theory from [37, 50]. Employing transition functions
provides a rigorous formalism and is highly suitable for the definition of primitives.
6.1 An Agent’s Components
An agent is an entity that can be viewed as one that perceives its environment and
acts upon that environment in such a way as to execute autonomously the assigned
task. This definition does not disclose the type of the environment that the agent
operates in. Robots, however, act in physical environments and are thus treated as
embodied agents, i.e., agents having a physical body [80].
Via a set of primitives, an agent acts upon the environment. These primitives
define its behaviour. In principle, an agent can be composed of four types of compo-
nents:
· C - data processing resources
· E - effectors (influencing the physical environment)
· R - exteroceptors (gathering data from the physical environment)
· T - communication resources enabling the bidirectional communication with the
other agents (transmitting/receiving capability)
An entity without data processing capability is not an agent, thus the C compo-
nent must always be present. Hence, we can distinguish eight types of entities, based
on the components they possess:
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• C - a purely processing entity with neither the possibility of interacting with the
physical environment nor the capability of communicating with other agents -
it does not fulfill the requirements of the definition of an agent
• CE - an entity that only influences the environment blindly
• CR - an entity that only collects data about the environment, but could not
transmit it any further
• CT - an agent that could do some data processing for the sake of other agents
• CER - an autonomous embodied agent that does not communicate with other
agents directly
• CET - an agent that influences the environment, but does not monitor it -
nevertheless, it can be useful as a teleoperated entity
• CRT - an environment-monitoring agent or a remote sensor again acting on the
behalf of other agents
• CERT - a full blown embodied agent having all the necessary capabilities
Behaviour of an Agent

























xcej – input from the effectors,
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xcVj – input from the virtual sensors (aggregated readings from receptors –
hardware sensors Rjk , k = 1, . . . , nR),
xcTj – input from the inter-agent transmission (information obtained from other
agents),
ycej – control of the effectors,
ycVj – commands to the virtual sensors,
ycTj – output to the inter-agent transmission (information transmitted to other
agents),
ccj – all the other relevant variables taking part in data processing within the
agent’s control subsystem.
The agent uses the input (subscript x) and output (subscript y) buffers to commu-
nicate with its resources (effectors and receptors) and the other agents. If i denotes
































and hence the transition functions are defined as:





































































Figure 6.1: An embodied agent – an agent that acquired the necessary resources
(effectors and receptors) for the execution of its job
where fcj are the functions defining the primitive behaviour of the agent. The state,
s, of an agent, j, is thus defined as:
sj =< cj, ej, Vj, Tj > (6.6)







j , ..., c
i+ns
j }, (6.7)
where ns is the number of steps in a behaviour and q denotes a numeric identifier of
this reaction. Each sequence of states ci+1j , c
i+2
j , ..., c
i+ns
j is generated by one of the








j) m = 1, ..., nf (6.8)
Instead of providing a single function (6.5), the motion of an agent can be segmented
into many simpler functions the result of which is obtained by the composition of nf
partial functions.
In the case of a purely reactive system, the choice of the function fcj is based on




. Predicates, as defined in first order predicate calculus are relations between
objects of the domain of discourse, that can be evaluated to true, when they hold, or
false, if not. In other words, these are expressions (conditions) which are either true










Pseudo-code (6.9) represents a single-step behaviour, i.e., ns = 1 (refer to (6.7) for the








The transition functions described above assumes a full blown agent having all
the necessary capabilities (C, E, R and T). Depending on the primitives used by the
agent, the control subsystem would possess only certain specific arguments. These
arguments depict the classification of primitives and will be presented next.
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6.2 Basic Primitives (BPs)
With C always present, a BP is one that permits only a single other component
(E, R or T). The entities are thus either CE, CR or CT. With such a definition, a
library can be built with all the decoupled capabilities of an agent.
CE
With the presence of components C and E, an agent could only influence the



















, •, •〉, (6.12)
where • represents a missing (or illegal) argument. Some examples would be a prim-
itive that requires:
· a mobile robot to move at a certain velocity or
· a manipulator to move to a specified position.
CR






















Examples of such an entity would be a primitive that:
· senses a force using a force sensor or
· measures a distance using a range sensor.
CT
With the presence of components C and T, an agent could do some data processing




















Some examples would be a primitive that processes data from:
· force sensor data obtained from other agents and sends it to another agent or
· a range sensor data obtained from other agents and sends it to another agent.
6.3 Composite Primitives (CPs)
CPs on the other hand are a composition of basic primitives and possesses multiple
components with each entity appearing only once. The entities are thus either CER,
CET, CRT or CERT. With such a definition, a library, which builds upon BPs, can
be obtained with all the coupled capabilities of an agent.
CER
These entities assume an autonomous embodied agent that does not communicate



























Examples would be a primitive that requires:
· a mobile robot to move at a certain velocity while avoiding obstacles perhaps with
an ultrasonic sensor or
· a manipulator that moves to a position depending on information from an attached
camera.
CET
The presence of these entities assume an agent that influences the environment



























Some primitive examples of such an entity are:
· a manipulator that moves to a specified position and after completion reports its
status to another agent or
· a teleoperated mobile base or
· a mobile robot that moves for a specified distance and after completion, reports its
status to another agent
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CRT
These entities allow an environment-monitoring agent or a remote sensor acting


























Primitive examples would be:
· a laser scanner that monitors an area for approaching objects or
· an inertial measurement unit that monitors the altitude, location and motion.
CERT


































· a mobile robot that moves to a specified location while avoiding obstacles and re-
ports perhaps the location of these obstacles to other agents or
· a manipulator coupled with a camera that scans an area for an object after whence
it is found, transmits the object’s location to other agents.
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Employing transition functions to distinguish between the basic and composite
primitives present a lucid methodology in terms of the availability of the arguments
(C, E, R and T). This approach allows a user to easily determine the capabilities
needed by an agent and an introduction as to how BPs build upon each other thus
creating a CP.
6.4 Primitive Structure
With the above classification, a pseudocode structure for realizing these primitives
is required. Most primitives used in robotic tasks generally take the form of a simple
move instruction, some with sensing capabilities and others without. The structure
employs transition functions as its basis. Within those functions, a terminal condition
can be tested which signifies the completion of a primitive. The terminal conditions
will be represented by the Boolean function mfτj , m = 1, .., nτ , where nτ is the number
of those functions. Pseudocode for a simple variable duration behaviour is shown in
Table 6.1. The arguments present in the functions are of course, dependant on the
type of primitive.
The double slash precedes the comments and the symbol ’→’ denotes the trans-
mission of data between components of the system. Those transmission results in
data input, execution of motion by the effectors, configuration of virtual sensors and
transmission of messages to the other agents.
Treating Table 6.1 as the pseudocode of the Move instruction, complex variable
duration behaviour assumes the following form as shown in Table 6.2. Before entering









then break // Quit the loop
end if
// Compute the next control subsystem state
yc
i+1
j = fcj (xc
i
j);











i = i + 1;




; Vj → xc
i
Vj





Table 6.1: Primitive structure pseudocode of a fully embodied agent for the Move
instruction used in Table 6.2
i = i0 has already been read in. An example utilizing the above-mentioned description
will now be used for discussion.
6.4.1 An Example
Assume a mobile robot equipped with a bump and light sensor. The goal (or
more aptly the task) is to find a light source while avoiding obstacles. The robot
transmits some information (perhaps its location) to a command centre once the goal
is achieved.
With the presence of a mobile robot, component E is present. A virtual sensor
reading, V , is used to transform the raw data (which cannot be utilized directly)
obtained from the sensors into a useful form by data aggregation. Component T is
also present since transmission of data is required. The terminal condition mfτj is
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; Vj → xc
i
Vj





















mfτj ); ... end if
end loop
Table 6.2: General utilization of the Move instruction
satisfied when the light source is detected. Description of the components is shown
































The task can be viewed collectively as comprising of a single job, i.e., to roam an
area with obstacle avoidance. The set of jobs V and resources R is defined as:
V = {v1}
Component Description
C Internal memory of the control system
E Propulsion mechanism of the mobile robot
R Bump sensor, Light sensor
T Communication channel
Table 6.3: Components for the mobile robot
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R = {r1},
where v1 is the job and r1 is the mobile robot. v1 in this case can be represented as






j)) m = 1, .., 4, (6.27)
where mfcj defines the primitive behaviour (to roam an area with obstacle avoidance)
and mfτj the terminal function (when a light is sensed).
Roaming an area can be seen as a CP that can be subdivided into BPs. Equation
(6.8) is now used to describe (6.27). For each of these functions, argument ccj contains
the heading information:
1fcj – move forward (with respect to the robot’s current heading)
2fcj – move backwards (to release the bump sensor)
3fcj – turn (by some random angle)
4fcj – transmission of current location
1fcj –
3fcj are the same functions each with differing arguments stored in ccj . They
can hence be written as a single function (perhaps 1fcj having different arguments for
each behaviour) but was written in this fashion to present the idea.
The set of jobs V would thus be:
V = {v1, v2, v3, v4},
with a one-to-one mapping of the jobs to the functions above.
The terminal functions possess a dual function and would stop the robot motion
(with the exception of 4fτj ) or true when:
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1fτj – the bumper is depressed or when the light is sensed
2fτj – the bumper is released
3fτj – random turning angle is achieved
4fτj – the information is completely transmitted
Predicates that govern the primitive behaviour are initially false and become true
when:
1pcj – the bumper is released and when the light is not sensed
2pcj – the bumper is depressed
3pcj – the light is sensed
The instructions would thus be:




; Vj → xc
i
Vj



























Robust code anticipates and handles exceptions. Exceptions occur when a pro-
gram executes abnormally because of conditions outside the program’s control [81].
This section aims merely to acknowledge that exception handling procedures are
widely available and does not pursue an extensive discussion.
Handling exceptions are a programming language construct or computer hardware
mechanism designed to handle the occurrence of some condition that changes the
normal flow of execution. Some examples of programming languages that have built-
in support for exception are Ada, C++, Common Lisp, Delphi, Python, and all
.NET languages. In C++, the try, throw and catch statements implement exception
handling.
Typically, two ’throw’ expressions would be incorporated into the instructions
shown in the example with the mobile robot. The first throw would be present in the
section that determines the current state of the agent and the second in the behavior
execution portion. With each throw expression, a ’catch’ handler that expresses the
ability to catch an exception will also be present. The first catch expresses the errors
of initialization and the second the errors of behaviour execution.
6.5 Task Description using Transition Functions
The transition function formalism will now be used to describe the task in Section
5.5. This task (Fig. 5.17) consists of 3 robots - PA-10, ER2 and ER1 - with their
subtasks listed in Section 7.6.1. We first begin by describing PA-10’s subtasks.
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6.5.1 PA-10
PA-10 is a full blown agent. The components of the PA-10 are:
C – Internal memory of the control system
E – Manipulator arm equipped with a gripper (j = 1)
R – Force sensor
T – Communication channel
Functions defining primitive behaviour are:
1fc1 – move to ER2
2fc1 – pick up object 1
3fc1 – place object 1 on workbench
4fc1 – move to ER1
5fc1 – pick up object 2
6fc1 – place object 2 on workbench
7fc1 – invert the arm
8fc1 – transmission of current job’s completion (v11c to v15c)
The exact locations of ER2, ER1 and the workbench are stored in cc1 . For these

































Terminal functions 1fτ1 and
2fτ1 would stop the arm’s motion when a spike in
force is detected and becomes true when the information is completely transmitted
respectively.
Arguments for force detection are stored in cc1 and correspond to a relative thresh-
old force (RX , RY , RZ) of 10N, 10N and 15N in axes X, Y and Z respectively (Figs.
6.2 and 6.3). The top plot in each figure measures the force sensor data while the
lower plot displays the joint angle readings both of which are shown with respect to
time. When a spike that exceeds the relative threshold is present, the robot motion
ceases (joint angles remain constant). For the sake of these plots, the ceasing motion
(directly after the spike and highly present in the Z-axis) was held for approximately
3 seconds for viewing purposes.
Predicates that govern the primitive behaviour are initially false and become true
when:
1pc1 – v11 is started (v11s = 1)
2pc1 – v12 is started (v12s = 1)
3pc1 – v13 is started (v13s = 1)
4pc1 – v14 is started (v14s = 1)
5pc1 – v15 is started (v15s = 1)
6pc1 – the current job is complete
These job vectors are derived from the matrix-based supervisory controller. Jobs
v1k, k = 1, .., 5, are enabled by agent a1 after receiving information through transmis-
sion cT1 . The move instruction would thus be:
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Figure 6.2: Graphs of force sensor data and joint angles vs. time for 1fc1
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Figure 6.3: Graphs of force sensor data and joint angles vs. time for 3fc1
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; V1 → xc
i
V1












































Functions defining the primitive behaviour can be described in terms of transition
functions. 1fc1 (move to ER2) will be used as an example. The E component and
hence its corresponding components (ce1) in (6.28) and (6.29) can be subdivided into:
















+ M ce1arm , (6.32)
where M ce1arm is the increment of the manipulator at each time step i and is stored
in cc1. This time step is constant and is either equal to the servo sampling rate or a
low multiple of it.
Once the predicate 1pc1 is true (v11s=1), the primitive is executed. Let the instant
of time when the predicate becomes true be i0. At the next instant of time i0 + 1,




The terminal function is:
1fτ1 =
{
true if (RX ≥ 10N) ∨ (RY ≥ 10N) ∨ (RZ ≥ 15N)
false if otherwise
(6.33)
A similar approach can be used to stem the discussion for the other functions and
provides a forthright manner pertaining to implementation.
6.5.2 ER2
The ER2 influences the environment without any external monitoring but with
data transmission capabilities. The components of the ER2 are thus:
C - Internal memory of the control system
E - Propulsion mechanism of the mobile robot (j = 2)
T - Communication channel
Functions defining primitive behaviour are:
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1fc2 – move to location B
2fc2 – turn on the spot
3fc2 – move to location A
4fc2 – transmission of current job’s completion (v21c to v23c)



























The terminal functions (1fτ2 to
3fτ2) would stop ER2’s motion when its defined
duration for motion ends. Arguments for duration are stored in cc2. Terminal function
4fτ2 is true when the information is completely transmitted.
Predicates that govern the primitive behaviour are initially false and become true
when:
1pc2 – v21 is started (v21 = 1)
2pc2 – v22 is started (v22 = 1)
3pc2 – v23 is started (v23 = 1)
4pc2 – the current job is complete
Jobs v2k, k = 1, .., 3, are enabled by agent a2 after receiving information through
transmission cT2 . The move instruction would thus be:




; V2 → xc
i
V2





























The ER1 influences the environment without any external monitoring but with
data transmission capabilities. The components of the ER1 are thus:
C - Internal memory of the control system
E - Propulsion mechanism of the mobile robot (j = 3)
T - Communication channel
Functions defining primitive behaviour are:
1fc3 – move to location D
2fc3 – turn on the spot
3fc3 – move to location C
4fc3 – transmission of current job’s completion (v31c to v33c)
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The terminal functions (1fτ3 to
3fτ3) would stop ER1’s motion when its defined
duration for motion ends. Arguments for duration are stored in cc3. Terminal function
4fτ3 is true when the information is completely transmitted.
Predicates that govern the primitive behaviour are initially false and become true
when:
1pc3 – v31 is started (v31 = 1)
2pc3 – v32 is started (v32 = 1)
3pc3 – v33 is started (v33 = 1)
4pc3 – the current job is complete
Jobs v3k, k = 1, .., 3, are enabled by agent a3 after receiving information through
transmission cT3 . The move instruction would thus be:




; V3 → xc
i
V3




























6.6 Door Opening using Transition Functions
The transition function formalism will now be used to describe the door opening
task in Section 4.9. This task (Fig. 4.30) consists of a single manipulator (PA-10)
with its jobs listed in Section 4.9. The PA-10 is a full blown agent and its components
are:
C – Internal memory of the control system
E – Manipulator arm equipped with a gripper (j = 1)
R – Force sensor
T – Communication channel
Functions defining primitive behaviour are:
1fc1 – locate the door handle
2fc1 – grasp the door handle
3fc1 – rotate the wrist
4fc1 – pull open the door
5fc1 – transmission of current job’s completion (v1c to v3c)
For this experiment, the location of the handle is pre-determined simulating the
output of a vision primitive. With a vision module, such a primitive would output the
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location of the handle thus feeding this information to the manipulator. The exact
































The terminal functions are:
1fτ1 – stop the manipulator’s motion when a spike in force is detected upon
approaching the door handle
2fτ1 – stop the manipulator’s motion when a spike in force is detected while the
wrist is rotating
3fτ1 – becomes true when the manipulator has traversed a specified distance
(opening the door)
4fτ1 – becomes true when the information is completely transmitted.
Arguments for force detection are stored in cc1 and correspond to a relative thresh-
old force (RRoll) of 2N in the rolling axes (Fig. 6.4). Synonymous to Section 6.5.1,
the wrist motion ceases once a spike that exceeds the relative threshold is present.
Results for this terminal function would appear similar to that of Figs. 6.2 and 6.3
and have been excluded.
Predicates that govern the primitive behaviour are initially false and become true
when:
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1pc1 – v1 is started (v1s = 1)
2pc1 – v2 is started (v2s = 1)
3pc1 – v3 is started (v3s = 1)
4pc1 – the current job is complete
These job vectors are derived from the matrix-based supervisory controller. Jobs
v1 to v3, are enabled by agent a1 after receiving information through transmission
cT1 . The move instruction would thus be:
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Transition function 4fc1 pulls open the door and demonstrates force and motion
control on the robotic arm exhibiting compliant motion. The axes of the gripper (Fig.
6.4) was defined as seen in Table 6.4 to allow for motion and compliance. By such a
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Figure 6.4: Door opening with axes overlayed
definition, the traversal of a specified distance, i.e., motion, in the X-axis is executed
as per the transition function 4fc1. The Z-axis is non-compliant since the height of the
door handle is static. A trajectory was not planned to traverse the path. This path
was traversed purely due to the compliance of the Y-axis - the current Y position will
change according to the forces exhibited between the handle and the gripper. This is








Table 6.4: Gripper axes definition
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6.7 Conclusion
The chapter begins with the description of an agent using the transition func-
tion formalism using the components C (internal memory of the control system), E
(effectors), R (exteroceptors) and T (transmission). By such portraiture, an agent’s
capabilities can easily be derived with the combinations of these components. This
formalism allows one to describe the input and output state of each agent at a time
instant i. The execution of each function is governed by predicates.
Defining a primitive using transition functions allows a formal classification into
basic and composite primitives. Such an approach allows a user to build a library
of primitives (based on the C, E, R and T components) upon which can be used
as building blocks to construct behaviours required for robotic tasks. This descrip-
tion distinguishes incontrovertibly the notion of primitives and presents a structured
manner in approaching this issue. A comprehensive list of primitives can be found in
Appendix B.
Examples employing this formalism with behavior execution was also discussed.
These examples depict the usage of transition functions in an experiment carried
out using the matrix-based framework (MBF) and how the functions defining the
primitive behaviour allows an instruction obtained from the MBF to trigger a pred-
icate. Presenting these instructions as a ’for’ loop provides a general description for
implementation purposes but is not restricted to it.
A dominating point obtained from this discussion allows the current formalism
of the transition functions together with the matrix-based supervisory controller as
an overall framework that integrates the intellection of supervision and behaviour
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execution. In other words, a bridge between the higher level planning and the low





Robots will be ubiquitous with their complexity masked behind a user interface
[82][45]. The underlying engine of such a system takes root from a programming
architecture stemming from the experience (tacit knowledge) of a roboticist. However,
if the previously produced software does not have a structure facilitating its reuse, it
is usually very difficult to extract the useful portions. Moreover, any modification or
extension of the old software might be hindered by its inadequate structure. This is
especially true for robot control software. It is relatively easy to produce code for a
specific device and a specific task, but when those change, it is sometimes easier to
start coding from scratch than try to reuse the old pieces [20]. The motivation of our
work thus lies in the formalization of a generic robot programming framework which
utilizes a matrix-based supervisory controller as its engine. Issues that will be tackled
in this chapter, however, address a programming methodology taking into account
that a task requires resources for its execution. A coexisting problem handling the
matter of resources is evident in grid computing [83][84][85].
This chapter constitutes the advancement of the matrix-based framework breach-
ing the realm of task allocation. Its contents propose a paradigm shift from the
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orthodox perspective of a job and how the supervisory controller caters to the alloca-
tion of multiple resources for a given job. A brief introduction into the classification
of errors [86] is also present.
The research produced here [87] is a product of a collaboration between the Na-
tional University of Singapore and Warsaw University of Technology and is itself
deemed as future work (further development of the matrix-based controller). This
chapter thus aims to present a methodology for tackling the proposed paradigm shift.
7.1 Jobs as Agents
In a strictly conventional sense, a resource, which needs to be controlled, is as-
signed to carry out a job. Departing from the orthodoxies, a paradigm shift is pro-
posed such that instead of assigning a job to a resource, the job now acquires resources
to execute itself. The controller is now associated with the job which embodies itself
on a resource(s). This suggests that the job is now a virtual agent.
A system consisting of na job-agents (Fig. 6.1) is considered. The state of the
























xcej – input from the effectors,
xcVj – input from the virtual sensors (aggregated readings from receptors –
hardware sensors Rjk , k = 1, . . . , nR),
xcTj – input from the inter-agent transmission (information obtained from other
agents),
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ycej – control of the effectors,
ycVj – commands to the virtual sensors,
ycTj – output to the inter-agent transmission (information transmitted to other
agents),
ccj – all the other relevant variables taking part in data processing within the
agent’s control subsystem.
The agent uses the input (subscript x) and output (subscript y) buffers to com-
municate with its resources (effectors and receptors) and the other agents – in this
chapter we consider only the communication with the supervisor.
The agent can be in any of the following four general states W – Waiting (ac-
tively idle), R – Running (executing itself), F – Finished (executed itself) and E –
Error (unsuccessfully finished). Within the structure ccj , a component that holds the
current general state of the agent is singled out – let that component be sccj .
sccj ∈ {W, R, F, E} (7.2)
The agent (job) aj acquires its effectors ej and its virtual sensors Vj (and thus its
receptors Rj) in the state W – gradually embodying itself. Once all the resources
have been acquired it can run. Upon completion of the job (state F ) or in the event
of an error that cannot be remedied (state E) the resources are returned and thus the
agent disembodies itself. However, throughout the lifetime of the agent, i.e., in all of
its general states, it retains its ability to communicate with other agents through cTj .









































































































where mfcj are the functions defining the primitive behaviour of the agent within
each general state (e.g., W , R). As within each state many such functions may
be used, hence the superscript m, m = 1, . . . , nm, where nm is the number of such
functions (the problem of switching between those functions is dealt with in [50][37]).
Depending on the information obtained, conditions embedded within the agent will
trigger the changing of those states (e.g., W to R, F to W ) (Fig. 7.1). An elaborate
primitive behaviour can be realized by the composition of transition functions.
While the job-agent is in the waiting state (and hence has not procured the re-




















where • represents a missing (or illegal) argument. In this case the job-agent leads a




Given a situation with a number of job-agents, it is only natural that each agent
will strive to procure a resource to execute itself. This competition escalates when
agents that require the same resources are present. Who (or what) decides which
agent gets to procure first? Our proposal is to produce a high level job coordinator
a0 employing a supervisory matrix-based approach (Section 7.3).
High Level Job Coordinator (HLJC)
The system now assumes a star topography with the supervisor a0 at the center
and the job-agents aj surrounding it. The supervisor HLJC, like a job, is a virtual
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agent a0 that senses the environment through its virtual sensors, whereby the infor-
mation obtained will trigger a set of conditions which in turn will start the task. The
relevant job-agents aj are then alerted via the transmission buffers. The agent a0 is
virtual, because it does not acquire effectors – the only resources that it might require
are the receptors, so it might lead a disembodied life, hence its virtuality. However
it can be in any of the general states that the other agents can be in. The life of
the system is initiated by first creating the agent a0, so if the resources are at hand
it is sure to acquire them (other agents do not yet exist). However, if the necessary
resources are not available the agent a0 goes into an error state E and the task cannot
be accomplished.


























where the components xcV0 and xcT0 provide the information about:
rd – resource availability,
ac – completed job-agents,
u – job-agent input signals and
uD – priority of a job-agent.
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Depending on the information obtained, conditions embedded within the function fc0
will trigger the changing of the agents’ general states (e.g., W to R, F to E). The
structure of the function (7.11) is governed by the equations defined in Section 7.3.
7.3 Matrix-based Approach
Herein, we assume that a task is composed of many job-agents. The state of a




(Qap ◦ ac) ∧
h⋃
g=1
(Qrg ◦ rd) ∧Qu ◦ u ∧QD ◦ uD, (7.12)
where q is the number of alternative combinations of job-agents affecting the condition
(at least one of those combinations must be present for the condition to be satisfied)
and h is the number of alternatively available resources that can be procured by the
job-agent. Table 7.1 shows the variable definitions for (7.12). The vector x represents
all necessary conditions and the equation shows how they evolve over time. Equations
used in the matrix model are logical equations and all vectors and matrices are binary.⋃
represents an OR summation, ∧ an AND operation and ◦ the SAND operator (cf.
Section 4.6.1).
For the job-agent vector a, a subscript ’c’, ’s’ or ’d’ is added to indicate the
’completion’, ’start’ or ’deactivation’ of a job-agent respectively. When ajc = 1, a
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Table 7.1: Variable definitions for (7.12)
Variables Dimensions Definitions
x nx x 1 Condition x with
nx number of conditions
a na x 1 Job-agent vector a with
na number of job-agents
r nr x 1 Resource vector r with
nr number of resources
u nu x 1 Input vector with
nu number of input signals
uD nD x 1 Dispatch vector with
nD number of dispatch controls
Qa nx x na Job-agent sequencing matrix
Qr nx x nr Resource requirements matrix
Qu nx x nu Input matrix
QD nx x nD Dispatching matrix
job-agent aj is in the finished state F (job-agent completed). Similarly, ajs = 1
indicates the running state R (job-agent started). When ajd = 1, a job-agent aj is
in the waiting state W (job-agent deactivated). All job-agents begin their life in the
deactivated state.
For the resource vector r, a subscript ’c’, ’s’ or ’d’ is added to indicate the ’idle’,
’used’ or ’released’ state of a resource respectively. When rjc = 1, a resource rj is idle.
Similarly, rjs = 1 indicates a used resource. When rjd = 1, a resource rj is released
(and hence available for use). All resources begin in their released state. A job-agent
executes itself by procuring a released resource. During execution, the resource is
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in its used state (rjs = 1). Once a job-agent is done with a resource, that resource
becomes idle (rjc = 1). An idle resource cannot be procured by other job-agents until
that resource is released (rjd = 1). A released resource thus implies its availability
for use.
Each of the matrices is explained as follows:
• Qa determines which relevant job-agent should be completed before an element
xk in the vector of conditions x is satisfied. Qa(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition
xk depends on the completion of the job-agent aj (i.e., requires ajc = 1). A value
of ’0’ indicates that condition xk is not dependent on the completion state of
job-agent aj.
• Qr determines which relevant resources should be released before an element xk
in the vector of conditions x is satisfied. Qr(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition
xk, to be satisfied, requires the resource rj to be released (i.e., requires rjd = 1).
A value of ’0’ indicates that condition xk is not dependent on the resource rj
being released.
• Qu determines which relevant input signal should be present before an element
xk in the vector of conditions x is satisfied. Qu(k, j) = 1 indicates that condition
xk, to be satisfied, requires the input signal uj to be present (i.e., uj = 1). A
value of ’0’ indicates that condition xk is not dependent on the presence of input
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signal uj. Input signals are used to initiate the commencement of a task. The
number of input signals (nu) is always equal to the number of tasks.
• QD determines which relevant dispatch signal should be present before condition
x is satisfied – how control signals influence the system. QD(k, j) = 1 indicates
that condition xk, to be satisfied, requires the dispatch signal uDj to be present
(i.e., uDj = 1). A value of ’0’ indicates that condition xk is not dependent on the
presence of dispatch signal uDj . This matrix is used to determine the priority
of the operations when resources are shared.
The vector of conditions is dependent on the input received from the environment
in terms of job-agent completion, resource availability, input signals and dispatch
control. Conditions represent one of three criteria that need to be fulfilled before a
job-agent will be triggered to start (cf. Section 7.3.3) and a resource released (cf.
Section 7.3.6). Catering to the job-agent centric nature, two major components in
(7.12) are discussed in Sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2.
7.3.1 Completed Job-Agents





(Qap ◦ ac) (7.13)
→ xa = (Qa1 ◦ ac) ∨ (Qa2 ◦ ac) ∨ ... ∨ (Qaq ◦ ac),
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where Qap, p = 1, .., q are individual matrices of size nx x na (Table 7.1) that allow
the assignment of q alternative job-agents that must be completed for a condition to
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(a2c ∧ a3c) ∨ a4c
a2c ∨ (a1c ∧ a3c)





Excerpts from (7.14) can be read as follows:
· Condition xa1 is satisfied when either job-agent a1 or a3 is complete (a1c = 1 or
a3c = 1)
· Condition xa2 is satisfied when either job-agents a2 and a3 are complete (a2c = 1
and a3c = 1) or when job-agent a4 is complete (a4c = 1).
7.3.2 Resources
With the manifestation of the job-agent, a method describing the selection of




(Qrg ◦ rd) (7.15)
→ xr = (Qr1 ◦ rd) ∨ (Qr2 ◦ rd) ∨ ... ∨ (Qrh ◦ rd),
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where Qrg, g = 1, .., h are individual matrices of size nx x nr (Table 7.1) that allow
the assignment of a combination of h possible resources that can be acquired by a
job-agent. In the event where multiple resources are available at the same instant,
the job-agent decides (either independently or via the HLJC) which to procure. For
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(r2d ∧ r3d) ∨ r4d
r2d ∨ (r1d ∧ r3d)





Excerpts from (7.16) can be read as follows:
· Condition xr1 is satisfied when either resource r1 or r3 is released (r1d = 1 or r3d = 1)
· Condition xr2 is satisfied when either resources r2 and r3 are released (r2d = 1 and
r3d = 1) or when resource r4 is released (r4d = 1).
7.3.3 Job-Agent Start Equation
Enabling a job-agent is indicated by the following equation:
as = Sa ◦ x ∧Ua ◦ ac ∧ I ◦ ad, (7.17)
where Sa is a job-agent start matrix (na x nx), Ua is a job-agent dependency matrix
(na x na) and I is an identity matrix. Job-agent aj, j = 1, .., na starts when ajs = 1.
A job-agent is in its ”deactivated state” when it is ”actively idle” (W state). All jobs
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created are initialized with ad = 1 indicating the ”W” state. Equation (7.17) can
be read as follows: Job-agent aj will start iff the relevant conditions (determined by
Sa) are satisfied and the job-agent dependencies (determined by Ua) is/are complete.
This general representation can be used for concurrent and dependent operations and
is bridged by Ua (cf. Section 4.4). From a broader perspective, (7.17) provides a
means to synchronize local and external subsystems in terms of job-agents.
7.3.4 Job-Agent Deactivation Equation
Once a job-agent has completed executing itself, it remains in its completed state.
This presents an issue whereby all the conditions (governed partly by the completion
of a job-agent) will always be satisfied. The job-agent deactivation equation is intro-
duced to revert the job-agent from its ’Finished’ state to its ’Waiting’ state allowing
a cyclic nature of the task at hand. The task is triggered to execute once again by
the HLJC (cf. Section 7.2). The equation indicating the deactivation of a job-agent
is:
ad = (I ∨Ua
T ) ◦ ac, (7.18)
where I is the identity matrix that ensures each job-agent’s completion before it
deactivates and Ua
T the transpose of the job-agent dependency matrix seen in Section
7.3.3.
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7.3.5 Resource Release Equation
Before a job-agent can procure a resource, a resource first has to be released. The
equation indicating the release of a resource is:
rd = (I ∨Ur
T ) ◦ rc, (7.19)
where I is the identity matrix that ensures each resource’s idleness (rc) before it is
released and Ur
T the transpose of the resource dependency matrix (nr x nr) obtained
from Section 7.3.6. A simple depiction is shown in Fig. 7.2(a). Resource r1, from
the figure, can only be released iff itself is idle (r1c = 1) and resource r5 is idle
(r5c = 1). Such a situation may arise when a job-agent (that will procure resource
r1) will execute a job that somehow involves resource r5. An example would be the
relocation of resource r5 thus requiring it to be idle. Resource r5, in this case, need
not be released since it is not procured by any job-agent.
7.3.6 Resource Used Equation
Once a job-agent procures a resource, that resource is deemed as used. The
equation indicating a used resource is:
rs = Sr ◦ x ∧Ur ◦ rc ∧ I ◦ rd, (7.20)
where Sr is a resource release matrix (nr x nx), Ur is a resource dependency matrix
(nr x nr) and I is an identity matrix. Resource rj, j = 1, .., nr is used when rjs = 1.
Equation (7.20) can be read as follows: Resource rj is used iff the relevant conditions
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: A simple example of (a) the resource release equation (7.19) and (b) the
resource used equation (7.20)
(determined by Sr) are satisfied, the resource dependencies (determined by Ur) is/are
currently idle and that particular resource is released (rjd = 1). A simple depiction
is shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Resource r1, from the figure, is used (r1s = 1) iff condition
x3 is satisfied (x3 = 1), resource r5 is idle (r5c = 1) and itself is released (r1d = 1).
Such a situation may arise when a job-agent (that has already procured resource r1)
is currently executing a job that somehow involves resource r5. An example would
be the relocation of resource r5 thus requiring it to be idle. Resource r5, in this
case, needs to be idle. Equation (7.20) ensures a dependent resource’s idleness before
allowing another resource to be used.
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7.3.7 Task Output Equation
Sy (nT x nx where nT is the number of tasks) determines the set of conditions
that need to be satisfied before the task ends:
y = Sy ◦ x (7.21)
Sy(k, j) indicates that condition xj must be satisfied (xj = 1) before task k is
said to be complete (i.e., yk = 1). A task is decomposed into a set of jobs that are
generally in an ordered sequence. Upon completion of all the jobs, the task is deemed
complete. If one task is present, y is a scalar. If many tasks are present, y takes on
a vector representation.
The state of a resource has now been explicitly defined by the modification of the
resource release equation (Section 7.3.5) and the introduction of the resource used
equation (Section 7.3.6). These two equations now incorporate the three states of a
resource. Synonymous to job-agents, the states can simply be associated with the
waiting state (released), finished state (idle) and running state (used). Equations
(7.17), (7.20) and (7.18), (7.19) reflect the dichotomy of a job-agent and a resource.
A formal description of a resource has been discussed in Chapter 6.
To obtain a cyclic behaviour of the task, a relationship between the input and
output signal as described in Section 4.10 is employed. Fig. 7.3 depicts the matrix
model. The cylinder keeps a history of the completed job-agents, ajc cc0 , a list of the
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job-agents that have started, ajs cc0, the released resources,
rjs cc0 , and the resources
that are currently available, rjccc0 . Based on the system’s current state and the
environs, the Q matrices are used to obtain the next set of conditions which in turn
will be used by the S and U matrices to release the resources required for the starting
of a job-agent. Once a job-agent is complete, the Q matrices are once again used to
obtain the next set of conditions. The process is iterative.
The HLJC can learn about the available resources by two means: its own sensors
xcV0 and by receiving information from the other agents through xcT0 (Fig. 7.4). The
information about the completion of job-agents usually is received directly from the
agents through a ycTj → xcT0 transmission. The information about which job-agent
should be currently started is dispatched through ycT0 and received by the agent aj
through xcTj . The matrix equations define the structure of the transition functions,
as they are used in the processing of their arguments.
A set of agents A can be defined as:
A = {a0, a1, .., ana},
where na is the number of jobs-agents. By taking the cartesian product of na sets A:
A× A× . . .× A,
we can extract a set of bidirectional communication links, L:
L ⊂ A× . . .× A,
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Figure 7.3: HLJC with Matrix-based Supervisory Controller
Figure 7.4: Communication mechanism for the HLJC
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such that:
L = {(a0, a1), (a0, a2), . . . , (a0, ana)}
7.4 Exception Handling
Given the occurrence of some condition that changes the normal flow of execution,
a mechanism designed to handle this exception ought to be present. Depending on the
situation, the handler may later resume the execution at the original location using
the saved information to restore the original state. Errors (which require handling),
however, are abundant in nature and cannot be catered to entirely. Therefore, it is
apt to encompass these errors in differentiated classes [86]:
• non-fatal (caused by computational problems or wrong arguments of commands)
• fatal (caused by malfunction of the resources)
• system (caused by control system disintegration – the system is rendered useless)
By defining these error classes, the intricacy of exception handling is somewhat
reduced.
Error Transmission
With an error state present in each job-agent (Fig. 7.1) and the introduction of
the error classes, the domain of this state can now be defined as
Eccj ∈ {ENF , EF , ES, ENE}, (7.22)
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where NF = Non-Fatal, F = Fatal, S = System and NE = No Error.
Upon triggering an error condition, the current global state of the job-agent will
change to that of the error state which should contain the class of error that is
produced. The job-agent’s immediate task, given the next time instant, would be to

































where the components: xcek , xcVk and xcTk provide information about
Ecck . The HLJC
then instructs the job-agent of its next step.
There are a few standard methods of treating error recovery depending on the
error class
• retrying the action that failed,
• retrying the action that failed, but with a different set of parameter values,
• trying another action
It should be noted that the classes of errors pertain to the ability of the system
to retain its own composure and not the ability to correct them. For instance, a
non-fatal error detected as a computational error (e.g., negative argument of a sqrt
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function within inverse kinematic procedure), but resulting from an object that is
to be grasped being out of the workspace, cannot be corrected by the system (the
object is simply too far), but the system should retain such a state that it will be
able to execute other actions. The ability of correcting fatal errors depends on the
redundancy of the system, e.g., malfunction of the manipulator in a single robot
system cannot be remedied, but in a multi-robot one, it can sometimes be corrected.
Thus, whether errors can be handled depends also on the overall structure of the
system. Nevertheless, after a fatal error, the system should be left in such a state
that at least it is able to inform the operator about the reason for its malfunction - it
should not disintegrate. System errors cannot be dealt with by the above described
methods. They are caused by the disintegration of the control system itself, so it is
not realistic to assume that the inter process communication will be intact at that
moment.
7.5 Issues
An advancement of the framework is the capability to allow alternative completed
jobs or sets of jobs to dictate the conditions (Section 7.3.1). The prime contribution
however is the ability to now assign multiple possible resources (Section 7.3.2) a
job-agent can procure in order to execute itself. This will be discussed next.
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Multiple Available Resources
Assume that condition xr1 from (7.16) is satisfied due to both the resources r1
and r3 being available (r1c = 1 and r3c = 1) - note that condition xr1 only requires
either one of the resources to be available but we assume a situation where both
the resources are idle. Say as well that job-agent a1 can only be started with the
triggering of this condition. Since both the resources are available, how does the
job-agent decide which to procure, i.e., job-agent a1 can acquire either resource r1 or
r3. Such a situation mandates the introduction of a decision making module.
The notion of ’choice’ now dictates and a mechanism for doing so is required.
This issue, to date and from the perspective of the matrix-based controller (used for
multi-robot coordination), has not been explicitly defined. An initial attempt however
sees the possibility of employing utilities [78], a form of performance estimate, which
stems from the context of optimization used in task allocation for multi-robot systems.
Utilities are based on the notion that each agent can internally estimate the value
(or cost) of executing an action. Depending on the context, utility is also called
fitness, valuation and cost. A generic and practical definition of utility for multi-
robot systems based on the work of [78] is reproduced with modifications to suit the
notion of job-agents.
Given a job-agent a and a resource r, if a procures r, then one can define, on some
standardized scale Qar and Car as the quality and the cost respectively, expected to
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result from the execution of a on r. This results in a combined, non-negative utility
measure:
Uar =
{ Qar − Car if a procures r and Qar > Car
0 otherwise
Take for example a job-agent X that can procure a resource A with quality QXA =
30 at cost CXA = 10 and that same job-agent X can achieve the same output by
procuring an alternative resource B with quality QXB = 25 at cost CXB = 15, the
preference when searching for efficient assignments would thus be resource A since:
UXA = 30− 10 = 20
UXB = 25− 15 = 10
Another method embracing the notion of utilities is the market-based approach
that has recently proved favourable in the multi-robot coordination scene. It inte-
grates several elements from market theory and multi-agent coordination since both
the approaches share a set of underlying elements. The market-based multi-robot
coordination approach [88] is based on a team of agents that has to meet an objec-
tive. This objective is decomposable into subcomponents achievable by individuals or
subteams which require a limited set of resources to meet this objective. Depending
on the current state of the system, an individual utility function which specifies an
agent’s preference to a given resource is evaluated to determine that agent’s contri-
bution towards the overall team objective and thus the global objective function.
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The redistribution of resources is based on an auctioning process [89, 90] with each
agent bidding for its want (or need) of an item. In robotic applications, the items for
sale are typically tasks, roles or resources. The bid prices reflect the agent’s cost or
utilities associated with completing a task, satisfying a role or utilizing a resource.
7.6 Example Application
The task (Figure 5.17) begins with either ER2 (at location A) or ER1 (at location
C) making its way to location B or location D respectively allowing its load to be
retrieved by the PA-10 after which this robot returns to its initial location. Three
resources are present – PA-10 (r1), ER2 (r2) and ER1 (r3). Three tasks are thus
present:
1) Assembly by the manipulator
2) Transport from A to B and back to A
3) Transport from C to D and back to D
7.6.1 Task Sequence and Resource Assignment
With the current framework, we simply plan the job-agents (Table 7.2) for each of
the subtasks individually. The first task has 5 jobs and the second and third task has
2 jobs each. For each task, the number of conditions equals the number of job-agents
+ 1.
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Enumeration Job-agent Procurable Description
Notation Resource
1 a11 r1 Get object from location B
2 a12 r1 Transfer object to the workbench
3 a13 r1 Get object from location D
4 a14 r1 Transfer object to the workbench
5 a15 r1 Invert the arm’s posture
6 a21 r2 or r3 Transfer object to location B
7 a22 r2 or r3 Return to location A
8 a31 r2 or r3 Transfer object to location D
9 a32 r2 or r3 Return to location C
Table 7.2: The three tasks and job-agents of each task for the application indicated
in Fig. 5.17
The set of job-agents (A), resources (R), input signals (U), output signals (Y )
and conditions (X) are thus defined as:
A = {a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a21, a22, a31, a32}
R = {r1, r2, r3}
U = {u1, u2, u3}
Y = {y1, y2, y3}
X = {x11, x12, x13, x14, x15, x16, x21, x22, x23, x31, x32, x33}
Job-agents a21, a22, a31 and a32 can procure either resource r2 or r3. If the condi-
tion that enables these job-agents stems from the availability of one of the resources,
the job-agent then procures that available resource. If however, both the resources
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are simultaneously present, the started job-agent then decides which to procure based
on a simple utility measure.
For the experiment, we favour job-agents a21 and a22 to procure resource r2 and
for job-agents a31 and a32 to procure resource r3 if both resources are available. Such
an optate is purely arbitrary. To realize this, it is apriorily defined that job agent a21
can procure resource r2 with quality Qa21r2 = 100 at cost Ca21r2 = 0 and that same
job-agent can achieve the same output by procuring an alternative resource r3 with
quality Qa21r3 = 100 at cost Ca21r3 = 99, the preference when searching for efficient
assignments would thus be resource r2 since:
Ua21r2 = 100− 0 = 100
Ua21r3 = 100− 99 = 1
Similar definitions for the other job-agents were defined with the quality and costs
being purely arbitrary.
7.6.2 Matrix Model
Subsequent to planning the task, the values of matrices Q and S are now added
into the matrix equations. For the sake of brevity and for a flavour of the matrix
equations, details of (7.12), (7.17) and (7.18) will only be presented. It is noted that
the coefficient matrices are sparse, i.e., a matrix populated primarily with zeros, so
that real-time computations are very easy even for large systems. A detailed collection
of sparse matrix algorithms can be found in [65].
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From (7.25), it is seen that condition x11 is independent of the completion of
job-agents (similarly for conditions x21 and x31). This condition becomes satisfied
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when resource r1 is released (r1d = 1) and input signal u1 is present. From (7.26),
job-agent a11 starts when condition x11 is satisfied, job-agent a21 is complete (a21c=1)
and when it is in the deactivated state (a11d=1). From (7.27), job-agent a11 can only
be deactivated when job-agents a12, a22 and itself is complete (a12c=1, a22c=1 and
a11c=1).
Job-agent Dependencies
The subtask coordination described is achieved by filling up the job-agent depen-












a11c a12c a13c a14c a15c a21c a22c a31c a32c
0 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 | 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 | 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 | 0 0 | 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 | 0 0 | 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 | 0 0 | 0 0
− − − − − + − − + − −
0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 | 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 | 0 0
− − − − − + − − + − −
0 0 0 0 0 | 1 0 | 0 0




Diagonal blocks represent intra-task dependencies while the upper and lower trian-
gular inter-task dependencies. Each of the blocks viewed row-wise defines a tasks’
dependency on another task. Notice that a21 is absent of dependencies; this allows
a21 to be started first. Note also the spareness of this matrix. The inter-task depen-
dencies are depicted in Figure 7.5. Node a22 in Figure 7.5 can be read (similarly for
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(7.28)) as follows: job-agent a22 can only be started (apart from the availability of
resources) iff job-agents a11 and a21 are complete.
Figure 7.5: Job-agent dependencies of the task
The experimental results are shown in Figure 7.6. Each time a plot is triggered
high (0 to 1), a job-agent is said to have started. Dependencies correspond exactly
with the Ua definition. Each job-agent in the task is executed according to its prece-
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Figure 7.6: Activity plot of the job-agents vs. time
plot and if there is more than one pulse in that line, this represents the parallel
execution of a job-agent.
7.7 Conclusion
The general structure of an agent (Fig. 6.1) does not change with a differing
task. However, the class of tasks that can be executed by the agent is limited by the
resources available. The resources influence the specific structure of the components
of cj as defined by (7.1). Those components do not change with the modification of
the task within a class (as defined by the resources needed). Here only the transition
functions (7.5) change their form. All this shows us the extent to which software
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implementation of the agent will have to be modified with the change of the task. New
resources require a change in the definition of components of (7.1). If the resources
remain unchanged, the structure of components of (7.1) remain unaltered and only
the definitions of transition functions (7.5) undergo modification – usually this is the
case, because hardware of the system changes infrequently. Moreover, the presented
formalism decomposes the system thus facilitating modularization of the software and
that promotes its reuse.
The overall framework deals with systems consisting of multiple embodied agents,
influencing the environment through effectors, gathering information from the envi-
ronment through sensors and communicating with other agents through communica-
tion channels.
A paradigm shift is proposed with the introduction of the job-agent which procures
resources in order to execute itself. The coordination of these job-agents is performed
by the matrix-based supervisory controller.
By advancing the matrix model to suit the job-agents, the model now allows a user
to define multiple alternative jobs that trigger a condition (and hence the job-agent)
and more importantly multiple alternative resources a job-agent can procure. With
the addition of this latter capability, a metric that allows for the decision making of
resource procurement in terms of utilities has been proposed.
The work described in this chapter has laid down the rudiments required to pursue
the issues discussed above in terms of possible solutions handling the notion of ’choice’.
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This foundation will allow the amelioration of the framework to cater in greater





The general scope of this research is intended to provide for a programming
methodology which delivers a high level structure in terms of the matrix-based frame-
work (MBF). Additionally, a lower level structure was also presented allowing a job
to be formally described in terms of primitives employing transition functions. The
eventual provision is an overall framework that bridges the link between both the
levels from:
1. the apprehension of a task,
2. decomposition of that task into jobs,
3. programming these jobs in the matrix-based framework,
4. autonomous execution of the jobs on a resource
5. multiple resource allocation for a job-agent
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The general focus of attention when it comes to carrying out a task are devices
that procure jobs for execution. The presented MBF can be utilized by those who
are used to such a view of multi-robot system functioning. By advocating a paradigm
shift, the centre of gravity now revolves around jobs. The system can then be used
for those who have such a view in mind. A nicety of this approach is the option for
the user to adopt either the resource-centric or job-centric approach depending on
the task at hand.
The undertaken problem has an important value for the development of complex
industrial and laboratory systems consisting of diverse machines having sensors and
effectors. This is a very current problem with value for the industry. With the de-
velopment of current industrial robots focus on the utilization of sensors in robotics
actions, what should result is the increase of flexibility (easiness to perform different
tasks), intelligence (autonomy of actions) and more importantly, the ease of program-
ming these tasks in a structured manner.
Our MBF aims to minimize the amount of effort required by the coding phase by
providing not only a list of primitives but a standardized approach in which these
primitives should be written. This in turn promotes the reusability and easy mod-
ification of the code if and when errors are encountered. Another positive note of
the MBF is the ability to execute jobs, on multiple resources, in parallel simply via
the matrices. The multi-threading processes required by parallel jobs have been com-
pletely transparent to the user.
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A possible drawback of the proposed method is the initial effort required to set
up the system or perhaps to represent a task as a series of matrices. Once this is
done however, carrying out a different task, given the same set of primitives, is done
simply by manipulating those matrices which in turn changes the order of jobs.
The foundations of the matrix-based supervisory controller was introduced in
Chapter 3 with an in-depth discussion on its development and implementation to
flexible manufacturing systems. Several examples displaying its usage and matrix
definitions (usually sparse in nature) were presented allowing the reader to appre-
ciate the simplicity of job allocation masked behind a complex mathematical set of
equations. These equations allow, with the introduction of the Petri net marking
transition equation (3.29), a complete dynamical description of the task at hand.
This allows a check of the planned task in terms of jobs and its required resources,
i.e., whether the required resources for a particular job has been assigned prior to
task execution. With the original matrix-based controller (MBC) and through an
arduous study, some issues pertaining to conditions and deadlocks manifested and is
dealt with in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 extends the MBC to a form that allows its application to robotic systems
in terms of robustness. This chapter begins with the development of the improved
matrix model which introduces the job and resource dependency matrix (Uv and Ur
respectively). These matrices provide a means to coordinate internal and external
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subsystems (tasks) in terms of jobs and resources respectively. Uv (Section 4.4)
allows the user to check for deadlock and with this matrix, a computationally efficient
algorithm for deadlock detection was developed. Detecting deadlock prior to task
execution allows the user to determine exactly the location of the deadlock. The user
then resolves it by manipulating the matrices. Due to the complex representation of
the matrix equations, the legibility of these equations arose. To aid the readability, the
selective AND operator (SAND in Section 4.6.1) was introduced. The introduction
of the job deactivation equation (Section 4.6.3) also ensued to revert a job from
its completed state to its initial state. A new job start equation incorporating the
deactivated state of a job was also introduced (Section 4.6.4). In addition, cyclic
behaviour of a task is warranted by the advent of (4.59) in Section 4.10. Experiments
and results employing these equations for a pick and place task, an elaborate spraying
task and a door opening task (on single-bodied agents) were also discussed.
Following the implementations on single-bodied agents, the next gradation was the
progression to a multi-agent system executing parallel tasks. In order to achieve this,
the matrix-based framework (MBF) (Chapter 5) was developed. Our MBF employs
the master/slave architecture which utilizes a multi-threaded transmission control
protocol (TCP). This allows multiple agents to connect to the master (where the MBC
is hosted) with the slaves (which contain a set of jobs) receiving instructions on the
commencement of a job. This structure resembles that of a star network. Concluding
this chapter are a series of experiments that exercises the job dependency matrix for
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parallel task coordination. The final two experiments demonstrate the MBF with
three agents executing a coordinated task. Performing such a task only requires a
user to define the S, Q and U matrices. A distinction between the framework and
scheduling was also presented.
With the constant mentioning of jobs, it is apt to present a discussion on it and
this is duly done so in Chapter 6. Components of an agent in this chapter are de-
scribed in terms of C (data processing resources), E (effectors), R (exteroceptors) and
T (communication resources enabling the bidirectional communication with the other
agents). Using these four components allows an explicit discernment of the primitive
classes (basic and composite). With these classes, a library can be constructed al-
lowing a user to mix and match the defined primitives allowing the construction of
a job. A primitive, with the presence of these components, employs transition func-
tions as its basis for describing the internal structure. By such a formalism, behavior
execution of any action can be rigorously discussed. Integrated with the transition
functions are the manner of information receival from the MBF. This chapter presents
the fusion of the MBF and how instructions from it are delivered to allow behavior
execution. An overall framework that bridges the two realms is thus developed.
Chapter 7 formalizes the description of a job and proposes a paradigm shift such
that instead of a resource executing a job, the job now procures resources to execute
itself. In order for a job to acquire resources, some mode of perceiving the environs is
required. By the mere act of perceiving and acting on the environment, the job now
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becomes an agent. This introduces the term ’job-agent’. To cater to the inclination of
job-agents, the MBC was modified (7.12) allowing multiple resource assignments thus
providing the flexibility of job-agents to procure the relevant available resource. The
issue with multiple resources however now mandates some form of decision making.
Deciding on resource procurement is beyond this research scope but it allows the con-
tinuity of this work. To aid future collaborative work between the National University
of Singapore and Warsaw University of Technology, some foundations have been laid
out introducing utilities in terms of bids and auctions or perhaps a market-based
approach.
8.1 Contributions
The MBFs applicability extends from flexible manufacturing systems, to single
and multiple agent systems and more recently to wireless sensor networks [59]. Con-
tributions of this Ph.D. work include the following:
• a generic robot programming and supervisory control framework employing a
matrix-based controller, resulting in the ease of programming a task from a
library of primitives and their real-time execution and control;
– an overall framework that bridges the matrix-based layer and the resource
execution layer;
– the verification of correctness and deadlock checking of the planned task;
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• a classification of primitives and their portrayal utilizing the transition function
formalism promoting its reusability;
• the conception of job-agents; and
• the advancement of the state of the art in state/matrix equations originally
proposed by Lewis [2]
Videos and descriptions showing the implementation of the framework can be seen
in http://guppy.mpe.nus.edu.sg/~mpeangh/niakwu/Videos.htm.
8.2 Future Work
A portion of the continuity of this research has been discussed in Chapter 7 and
mainly resides in the issue of resource procurement (or rather distributed intelligence).
Given any task, there are myriad possibilities to execute it. It is appropriate
however to extract multiple plausible sequences of jobs which are able to achieve the
same goal given a mishap in the current plan. For example, if the goal is to obtain
boiled water and the kettle is faulty, an alternative method would be to use a pot to
do so. Similarly in robotic tasks, a method for representing multiple sequences can
be done via the usage of adjacency matrices.
Fig. 8.1 shows an initial state A and intermediary states (B, D, E and F) enabling
the attainment of the goal state F. There are obviously multiple paths to arrive at
the goal state - ABCF, ADEF, ABEF and ADCF. These paths can be stored in an
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Figure 8.1: Multiple paths leading to the goal F
adjacency matrix, ψ, as follows:
A B C D E F
A 0 1 0 1 0 0
B 0 0 1 0 1 0
C 0 0 0 0 0 1
D 0 0 1 0 1 0
E 0 0 0 0 0 1
F 0 0 0 0 0 0
(8.1)
Such a representation can be used in the MBF to store alternative paths given the
failure of one thus, hopefully, achieving the goal with another. An interesting property
of the adjacency matrix is seen when the power is taken, i.e., an exponent to which
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this matrix is raised. By taking the square of (8.1), we get:
A B C D E F
A 0 0 2 0 2 0
B 0 0 0 0 0 2
C 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 2
E 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 0
(8.2)
which tells us that there are two alternative paths to get from state A to C, A to E,
B to F and D to F. By taking the cube of (8.1) we obtain:
A B C D E F
A 0 0 0 0 0 4
B 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 0
(8.3)
signifying four alternative paths leading from state A to F.
This information is useful since it allows the algorithm to record the number of
alternative paths without having to traverse the matrix row-wise. Note the sparseness,
once again, of these matrices.
Integrating the adjacency matrix into the framework would allow multiple plans
for the execution of a task solving perhaps a small portion of ’what-ifs’ that arise
from a single plan.
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PA10Invert( CERT Invert the arm with force sensing capability
Upon sensing a predefined force in the X,
Y or Z axes, the arm will come to a halt
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE,
none if FALSE
PA10Home( CERT Home the arm with force sensing capability
Upon sensing a predefined force in the X,
Y or Z axes, the arm will come to a halt
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE,
none if FALSE
Table B.1: PA-10 CERT Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
PA10JointPos( CERT Move the arm in joint mode with force
sensing capability. Upon sensing a predefined
force in the X, Y or Z axes, the arm will
come to a halt
dJoint1 degrees As Double, Joint 1 in degrees
dJoint2 degrees As Double, Joint 2 in degrees
dJoint3 degrees As Double, Joint 3 in degrees
dJoint4 degrees As Double, Joint 4 in degrees
dJoint5 degrees As Double, Joint 5 in degrees
dJoint6 degrees As Double, Joint 6 in degrees
dJoint7 degrees As Double, Joint 7 in degrees
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE,
none if FALSE
PA10ForceMotion() CERT Sets the arm in force and motion control
Table B.2: PA-10 CERT Primitives (continued)
Primitive Type Description
PA10SelectForceAxis( CER Set an axis as force compliant
bIsX as Boolean, X-axis if TRUE,
maintains prior selection if FALSE
bIsY as Boolean, Y-axis if TRUE,
maintains prior selection if FALSE
bIsZ as Boolean) Z-axis if TRUE,
maintains prior selection if FALSE
Table B.3: PA-10 CER Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
FTZero(bIsTrue As Boolean) CR Zero the force sensor
FTSense( CR Sense the force in an axis
bIsX As Boolean, X-axis if TRUE,
no sensing in X-axis if FALSE
bIsY As Boolean, Y-axis if TRUE,
no sensing in Y-axis if FALSE
bIsZ As Boolean, Z-axis if TRUE,
no sensing in Z-axis if FALSE
nXTheshold Newtons As Integer, relative threshold in the X-axis
nYTheshold Newtons As Integer, relative threshold in the Y-axis
nZTheshold Newtons As Integer) relative threshold in the Z-axis
FTSenseOrientation( CR Sense the force in an orientation axis
bIsRoll As Boolean, Roll-axis if TRUE,
no sensing in Roll-axis if FALSE
bIsPitch As Boolean, Pitch-axis if TRUE,
no sensing in Pitch-axis if FALSE
bIsYaw As Boolean, Yaw-axis if TRUE,
no sensing in Yaw-axis if FALSE
nXTheshold Newtons As Integer, relative threshold in the X-axis
nYTheshold Newtons As Integer, relative threshold in the Y-axis
nZTheshold Newtons As Integer) relative threshold in the Z-axis
Table B.4: PA-10 CR Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
Gripper(bIsOpen As Boolean) CE Open gripper if TRUE,
closes gripper if FALSE
PA10Gravity() CE Gravity mode
PA10SelectMotionAxis( CE Set an axis in motion control
bIsX as Boolean, X-axis if TRUE,
maintains prior selection if FALSE
bIsY as Boolean, Y-axis if TRUE,
maintains prior selection if FALSE
bIsZ as Boolean) Z-axis if TRUE,
maintains prior selection if FALSE
PA10MoveEE( CE Move the endpoint to a specified position
dX meters as Double X in meters
dY meters as Double Y in meters
dZ meters as Double Z in meters
dEulerZ1 degrees as Double Z in degrees
dEulerX degrees as Double X in degrees
dEulerZ2 degrees as Double Z in degrees
dDuration secs As Double) Duration in seconds




BaseCalibrate() CE Calibrate the base
BaseMove2Pos( CE Move to a specified position
dX metres As Double, X in meters
dY metres As Double, Y in meters
dTheta degrees As Double, Theta in degrees
dDuration secs As Double) Duration in seconds
BaseMoveWithVel( CE Move with a specified velocity
dXdot metres sec As Double, X-speed in meters per second
dYdot metres sec As Double, Y-speed in meters per second
dThetadot degrees sec As Double, angular speed in degrees per second
dDuration secs As Double) Duration in seconds
BaseMove2Pos AOM( CE Move to a specified position with
dynamics (Augmented Object Model)
dX metres As Double, X in meters
dY metres As Double, Y in meters
dTheta degrees As Double, Theta in degrees
dDuration secs As Double) Duration in seconds
Table B.6: Base CE Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
BaseMove2Pos VDM( CE Move to a specified position with
dynamics (Vehicle Dynamics Model)
dX metres As Double, X in meters
dY metres As Double, Y in meters
dTheta degrees As Double, Theta in degrees
dDuration secs As Double) Duration in seconds
BaseMove2Pos CFC( CE Move to a specified position with
dynamics (Constraint Force Control)
dX metres As Double, X in meters
dY metres As Double, Y in meters
dTheta degrees As Double, Theta in degrees
dDuration secs As Double) Duration in seconds
Table B.7: Base CE Primitives (continued)
Primitive Type Description
Use IMU() CR Enable the inertial measurement unit (IMU)
Use Gyro() CR Enable the gyroscope




MoveAlmostStraight( CET Move straight
bIsForward As Boolean, Forward if TRUE, back if FALSE
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE, none if FALSE
MoveInAnArc( CET Move in an arc
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nRadius mm As Integer, Arc radius in millimetres
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE, none if FALSE
goCircle( CET Outline a circle
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nRadius mm As Integer, Circle radius in millimetres
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE, none if FALSE
Table B.9: Roomba CET Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
goSquare( CET Outline a square
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE, none if FALSE
goTriangle( CET Outline a triangle
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
bIsTCP As Boolean) With TCP capabilities if TRUE, none if FALSE
Spot() CET Activate Spot function
Table B.10: Roomba CET Primitives (continued)
Primitive Type Description
Spot() CER Activate Spot function
Clean() CER Activate Clean function
Max() CER Activate Max function
Table B.11: Roomba CER Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
goFwd( CE Move forward
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
goBack( CE Move backward
nVel mmpsec As Integer, Velocity in millimetres per second
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
goLeft( CE Rotate left
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
goRight( CE Rotate right
nDuration msecs As Integer, Duration in milliseconds
goStop() CE Stop
Table B.12: Roomba CE Primitives
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Primitive Type Description
BumpRight() CR Sense right bumper
BumpLeft() CR Sense left bumper
Wall() CR Sense a wall
WallVirtual() CR Sense a virtual wall
CliffLeft() CR Sense left cliff sensor
CliffFrontLeft() CR Sense front left cliff sensor
CliffRight() CR Sense right cliff sensor
CliffFrontRight() CR Sense front right cliff sensor
SensorDirtLeft() CR Sense left dirt sensor
SensorDirtRight() CR Sense right dirt sensor
ButtonPower() CR Sense if Power button is pressed
ButtonSpot() CR Sense if Spot button is pressed
ButtonClean() CR Sense if Clean button is pressed
ButtonMax() CR Sense if Max button is pressed
Table B.13: Roomba CR Primitives
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